CLASSICAL EXPANSIONS AND THEIR RELATION
TO CONJUGATE HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
BY

B. MUCKENHOUPT AND E. M. STEIN

1. Introduction.
a. Background. The purpose of this paper is to study a variety of "classical"
expansions in analogy to ordinary Fourier series and integrals. As our starting
point we take those expansions which arise in harmonic analysis of functions
on Euclidean spaces, spheres, etc., having appropriate rotational invariance. By
analogy we then pass to more extensive classes of expansions and consider, among
others, the ultraspherical expansions and their continuous analogues, the FourierBessel (i.e., Hankel) transforms.
The common idea which unifies most of the techniques and results obtained
here centers about the study of harmonic functions and their conjugates in several
variables, and their variants. Ordinary Fourier series and integrals have an intimate connection with analytic functions, and this relation which they enjoy
has long provided a fundamental tool in their study. Thus one of our main objectives is the development of an analogous tool for the other expansions in
question.
The connection that is used between various expansions and generalized harmonic and conjugate harmonic functions seems to be of basic importance. In
its formal aspects this connection has its roots in the classical literature. More
recently, however, some of the ideas have been taken up in the theory of axially
symmetric potential theory (see Weinstein [24]) and in the study of pseudoanalytic functions of Bers [2], [3], and Vekua [20]. We now describe in more
detail the background and statements of our results^).
We begin by recalling some of the basic properties of the ultraspherical expansions and Fourier-Bessel transforms. Fix X > 0, and consider the ultraspherical
polynomials of degree «, Pxn(t), defined by the generating relation:
00

(1 - 2ícü + co2Yx= S (OkPl(t).
k=0

Then the set {PA(cos0)} is orthogonal and complete over (0,7i) with respect to
the measure (sin0)2Acf0. It leads to the expansion f(6) ~ E^P^c-os
0) for an
Received by the editors October 2, 1963.
(') Some of the results obtained in this paper are also described in the note [16].
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"arbitrary" function f on (0,n). In the limiting case X = 0 we recover the usual
cosine expansion because limx^0X~1Pk(cosd) = (2¡k)coskO. This, of course, leads
to the Fourier expansion for the circle, for even functions (a trivial rotational
invariance, in this case). When X= 1/2, the Pk(cosd) are the usual Legendre
polynomials of cosö. As is well known, these functions arise by considering
expansions on the sphere (in Euclidean 3-space) invariant under rotations of a fixed
axis.The case X = 1 should also be noted because thenP¡J(cos0) = sin(fc + l)0/sinO.
In general, when 2X is integral, 2X = n —2, the Pk arise in the Fourier analysis
of functions of the surface of the sphere in Euclidean n-space, £„, which are
invariant under the rotations leaving a given axis fixed.
The Fourier-Bessel transforms have certain close analogies with the above.
Let Jx(t) denote the usual Bessel function of order a, and set Vx(t) = í ~Vx(t).
Consider the (Hankel) transformation
/»OO

/Cv)-/(0

=

Jo

V^y!2(ty)f(y)y2xdy.

(Again X 2ï 0.) Then, as is well known, this leads to a unitary transformation
of the L2-space over (0,oo) with measure y2kdy. The connection with the usual
Fourier transform (which occurs when 2X is integral) is as follows. Suppose
we consider functions in E„ which are radial (i.e., invariant under all rotations
about the origin). Then the standard (n-dimensional) Fourier transform of such
a function is again radial; and when so restricted this transform becomes the
above Hankel transform (with 2X = n —2).
To relate the above expansions with generalized harmonic and conjugate
harmonic functions we shall be guided by the case when 2Xis integral. In the trigonometric case (X= 0), we can associate to a general function f(6)~ Zr=oût cos kO
its Poisson integral u(x,y) = ¿ZkxL0akrkcosk6,(x,y) = (rcosd, rsinö) which is
harmonic in the unit disc and takes on the boundary values fid), as r -* 1. From
the function mwe pass to the conjugate harmonic function v(x,y)= 2^°= i akrksin k8 ;
and the properties of the analytic function F(z) = u+iv are closely related to
the original boundary function f(0). In the case of £„, when n > 2, there is an
analogous notion of conjugacy, which while not as decisive as in the classical
case still has some significant properties (see [16] for a general discussion of this
point). For this one makes the definition that an n-tuple of functions on
£„, Uy,u2,---,u„, are conjugate if they satisfy the equations

(i.i)

£^L = o> P-=Ploxj
dx¡

¡=i oxx

This system implies, in particular, that each u¡ is harmonic, and, moreover,
that the ut are related in a way which generalizes the usual Cauchy-Riemann
equations. Now suppose we have chosen a fixed axis, say along the xx direction
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and we consider functions ux which are invariant under rotations leaving this
axis fixed,i.e., functions u, which are radial in the variables x2,x3,.-.,xn. If we
set x = x,, y = (x2 + x2 + ••• +x2)1/2, and U(x,y) = ux(xx,---,x,), then U satisfies the singular "Laplace equation"

,< ^

32L7

d2U

2X dU

...

..

Moreover, the « —1 conjugates u2,u3,•••,«„ are not essentially different, and
in fact can be taken so that uk = ( —xk/y)V(x,y),
k = 2,---,n; the relation between U and V, resulting from (1.1) becomes

(1.3)
Ux-

Vv-V=

0.

Thus if 5> satisfies (1.2), and is otherwise "arbitrary,"
we may take U = <PX,
and V= —O,, to be typical solutions of (1.3). If we set u(x,y)= U(x,y), and
v(x,y) = y2XV(x,y) we get the more symmetric system
vx=

-y

21

uy,

vy = y

21

ux.

u of course satisfies (1.2)and v satisfies the same equation with X replaced by —X.
We have just described what holds when 2X is integral, but we take this as
our model for the case of general X —0. Let us revert to ultraspherical expansions
and consider an arbitrary function
00

f(B) ~ Z akP¿(cos 0)
k=0

and its "Poisson integral"

(1.4)

U(x,y)=f(r,6)=

Z a/P¿(cos0).
k=0

Then U satisfies the equation (1.2) and we are, therefore, led to its conjugate

related to 17 by (1.3). This gives

(1.5)

V(x,y)=f(r,6) = 2X Z ^ ^^P¿í}(cos0)

and leads to the generalized Hubert transform,/(0)->/(0),

where

CO

f(6) - 2X E p^sin0P¿íÍ(cos0).
A similar notion of conjugacy is defined for the Hankel transforms in §16
(see (16.7) and (16.8)), and for Fourier-Bessel series in §18.
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b. Summary of Chapter I. We are now in a position to state our results.
These are carried out below in detail for the ultraspherical case; their analogies
for the Fourier-Bessel case are then sketched in §16.
The results of Chapter I deal mainly with the passage to the "Poisson integral"
(1.4), its conjugate (1.5), and the properties of ¿-harmonic functions (i.e., solutions of (1.2)). In §2 we set down various preliminaries, mostly of a formal nature.
In §3 we prove a maximum principle appropriate to A-harmonic functions. The
novelty here arises because we deal with regions that contain the x-axis (the line
of singularity of (1.2)) in their interior. Thus the usual Hopf maximum principle
is not directly applicable. However, this is circumvented because the A-harmonic
functions that arise by (1.4) are even in y. (Similarly, the functions (1.5) have a
natural extension for v < 0 as odd functions of v.) This evenness (or oddness)
is a feature that recurs repeatedly.
§4 contains the basic estimates for the kernel of the Poisson integral. It turns

out that this kernel P, defined by

f(r,d) = f*P(r,t5,«p)/(0)(sin^)" deb,
Jo

behaves when 6 is "near" cb in a way which is similar to the Poisson kernel in
the trigonometric case. The same kind of similarity holds for the conjugate
kernel Q, and the differentiated Poisson kernel, Pr (see §§7 and 12). Obtaining
these estimates and applying them is a complicated matter. As such this represents one of the main technical difficulties in this paper. The estimates for P are
used in §5 to relate the boundary behavior of (1.4) to an appropriate "maximal
function" of the boundary values. This leads to a description of Poisson integrals
(1.4) and an analogue of the Fatou theorem which are strikingly similar to the
case of usual harmonic functions. These results are in §6. The purpose of §§7
and 8 is to prove the basic fact that the conjugacy mapping /-»/is
a bounded
operator on Lp, 1 < p < co .
§§9 and 10 deal with the analogue of the Hp-spaces for ultraspherical expansions and the results center about the boundary behavior of such functions. The
critical case p = 1 leads to an extension of the classical theorem of F. and M.
Riesz and states that if Saí.P¿(coso)andits
conjugate,

2XS(aJ(fc+2A))sinf3p¿í} (coso
both represent

finite measures, then both these measures are absolutely con-

tinuous. Two tools are used in obtaining the results for //-spaces. The first
leads to a global majorization, and follows from the fact that |F|pisa
sub-solution of (1.2), where F = U + iV, U and F satisfy the "Cauchy-Riemann
equations" (1.3) and p 2: 2Xj(2X + 1). The second tool is the known "similarity
principle" for systems like (1.3) (see [2]); but since this principle is applicable
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only in the case of regular coefficients, it can be used only locally (away from

the line of singularity).
c. Summary of Chapter II. It is of interest to ask whether the above notions
can be used as tools only in the study of ultraspherical and other expansions
without reference being made to them in the final statements of results. This
will be ssen to be the case in the extension of the Littlewood-Paley theory which
is given in Chapter II. The main result obtained—and we we discuss only it—
is an extension of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem of ordinary Fourier
series. It arises from the following problem. Considera transformation T de-

fined by

T/~ Za^P¿(cos0),
where

/~ Zancos 0).
We may ask, what are the condition on the multiplier sequence {pk} so that
Tis a continuous transformation of Lpto itself, for appropriate pi An obvious
necessary condition is that,(i)the sequence be uniformly bounded, i.e.,^!
— M,
for some M. An additional condition, that of the Marcinkiewicz theorem, which
is sufficient in the case of ordinary Fourier series is that, (ii) Z£=1 k\pk —pk-\\

— Mn, for some M and all n.
It is to be noted that the sequences for which pk = 1, for 1 = fc ^ m, and
pk = 0, for k —m, satisfy these conditions, with a uniform M for all m. These
particular multiplier sequences correspond to the operators of partial sums,
and for these Pollard

[14] has proved the required Lpboundedness,

whenever

(2X + l)l(X + 1) < p < (2/1+ 1)/X; incidentally this range of p cannot be extended. In view of this, it might be expected that in general the conditions (i)
and (ii) are sufficient for the multiplier transformation
T to be bounded on
Lp, for the above range of p. This is indeed the case, as Theorem 10 of §14
shows.
The proof of this theorem is lengthy and follows preliminary considerations
in §§11, 12, and 13. We discuss these sections briefly, so as to indicate how the
notions of ¿-harmonic functions and their conjugates enter into the proofs. §11
isdevotedin part,to a variant of Pollard's result on partial sums, and this variant
and Pollard's theorem have this in common: The formulas for partial sums
involve the functions Pk; but to study the partial sums effectively these formulas
must be transformed so as to involve both the Pk and their conjugates the
pi+i ■
rk-l

In §12 we deal with the "g-function" analogue for ultraspherical series. This
basic tool involves in its very definition the Poisson integral (in the sense of ¿-harmonic functions) of a given boundary function /. The result of this section, is
that the Lp-norm of g is comparable with the ¿"-norm of / for 1 < p < co, as
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in the case of Fourier series. §13 may be viewed as giving a further refinement
of this, leading ultimately to the desired results in §14.
d. Summary of Chapter III. This chapter deals with several additional results
related to the above. In §15 our main concern is the convolution structure which is
naturally associated to ultraspherical expansions. In the case when 2X is integral
this convolution structure is, of course, the one induced from the group of rotations in n + 1 variables. By the aid of this structure we study the V properties
of potential operators ("fractional integration")
analogous to those obtained
for Fourier series by Hardy and Littlewood. We prove that if
00

Ix(f)~

I k~*akPt(cos 0)
it= i

then the mapping f-+Ix(f) is continuous from L" to L", where 1 < p < q < co,
1/3 = 1/P ~~oc/(2A+ 1). This result, and others like it, are consequences of the
general Theorem 13; this theorem holds for any convolution structure, and seems
to have some interest in its own right.
In §16 we point out how results similar to those of ultraspherical expansions
can be derived for Hankel transforms. §17 deals with variants of some of the
above results, where certain weight factors are introduced in the L"-norms.
Finally, in §18, the basic definitions are given for a possible extension of our
results to include the case of Fourier-Bessel (or Dini) series. From our point of
view this arises by considering functions harmonic in circular cylinders (of En+1)
which are invariant under rotations about the axis of the cylinder; and then
passing by analogy from this case (which corresponds to 2X being integral), to
the case of general positive X.
e. Further problems.
We wish to discuss briefly several further problems
suggested by the above.
(i) When 2X is integral the Bessel functions and ultraspherical polynomials
can be interpreted as "spherical functions" associated to symmetric spaces; in
the case of Bessel functions these spaces are the Euclidean spaces, and in the case
of ultraspherical expansions, these are the spheres. It would be of interest to
extend the above results to other symmetric spaces; the ones for which such
an extension would seem most probable are the symmetric spaces of rank one.
Two illustrations should be given in this regard. First, the spherical functions
for the complex projective spaces of dimension n have been determined by Elie
Carian. In the notation of Szegö [18, Chapter IV] they are the Jacobi polynomials
Pk"'0\ where a —n —1. Thus it is strongly suggested that much of what has
been done above has an appropriate variantfor the more general Jacobi expansions
in terms of the Pk"'°\ where now a is any positive number. A similar situation
probably exists for the noncompact symmetric spaces of rank one. This is indicated, at least on the formal level, by the known duality which allows one to
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pass from compact to noncompact symmetric spaces; and more particularly by
the spherical functions of the Poincaré half-plane, which have been determined
explicitly(2).
(ii) As has been stressed repeatedly, the ultraspherical expansions, Hankel
transforms, and Fourier-Bessel series may be considered as arising by taking
harmonic functions in respectively Euclidean half-spaces, interior of spheres
or interior of cylinders, which are properly invariant under rotations. However,
the expansions associated with a variety of other regions would seem to be amenable to similar treatment. In this connection we should mention the "conical
harmonics" associated to regions bounded by circular cones—which regions
have an obvious rotational invariance. It is of interest to point out there is an
intimate connection between conical harmonics and spherical functions for the
Poincaré half-plane(3).

Chapter
2. Basic formulae.

I

We consider the ultraspherical polynomials of type X,Px(t),

defined by
CO

(2.1)

Z œ'P^it)

= (1 - 2to + co2)~x.

n=0

See Szegö [18, p. 82].
For any ultraspherical

expansion

associate the "harmonic"

function

Za„P^(cos0),

we shall

and we shall also write it in the form u(x,y) =f(r,0), where x = rcos6,y
It can then be verified that u(x,y) satisfies the differentia] equation

= rsin 0.

(2.2)

of the type f(0)~

f{r,0) = Z anr"Px„(cos6),

.. .,

...

(2-3>

Lx^ = o^+W2+Jc-y

82u

B2u

0=r<l,

2X du

.

= °

for (x,y) in the upper semi-disc; x2 + y2 < 1 and 0 < y.
The formal verification of (2.3) follows easily from the differential

equation:

f"(B) + 2Xcot0f'(0) + n(n + 2X)f(6)=0
satisfied by f(0) = Px(cos6).
To the series f(0) ~ zZa„Px(cosd) we shall also associate
series

its

"conjugate"

(2) See the book of S. Helgason, Differential geometry and symmetric spaces, Academic
Press, New York, 1962; Chapter X. The determination of the spherical functions of the complex
projective spaces, and of the spheres, is in Cartan's paper, Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo 53

29), (19217-252.
(3) This connection waj. brought to the authors' attention by L. Ehrenpreis. For information
about conical harmonics see H. Bateman, Partial differential equations of mathematical physics,

Dover, New York, 19<k; Chapter VI.
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•sin 0 P"ntî (cos 0)

series
00

(2.5)

/(r,0) = 2Al

-p_

n = i n + 2X

r"sinf3Piii(cos6).

If we now set
(2.6)

v(x,y) = y2Xf(r,Q)

then m and v satisfy the "Cauchy-Riemann

equations":

(2.7)

vy = y2\.

vx=-y2\,

v is harmonic in the sense conjugate to u, i.e.,
,,.,

, ,.

(2-8)

d2v

A.^) = -

d2v

2X ôv

+ _2-7a7

= 0.

We now pass from formal considerations to precise statements. The functions
of 0, such as PA(cos0) and f(6) will always be considered on the interval
0 ^ 0 z%n, unless stated to the contrary.
As is known the functions Pífeos 0) are orthogonal with respect to a measure
dmx = dmx(6). More precisely we have
Pxn(cos6)Pxm(cos6) dmx(0)

i:>

(2-9)
•where

¿

?1-»-Srrr,.m-2
nlF(X)\

= onm2

(2.10)

r(n + +X)n\
2X) -~ anmly'"
h

dm,(0) = (sin 0)2Ad0.

See Szegö, [18, p. 81].
Thus we shall define the spaces Lp=L"(dmx)

given by ||/||„ = ( ß|/(0)|'

as those whose norm |/||p

i:

dm^d))11"if 1 ^ p < oo, and H/fl,, = esssup|/(0)|

Also B will denote the Borel measures dp on [0,7i] which satisfy:

\du\\=

f (sin0)2A|d«(0)| < oo,

If/(0) is a given function (0,n) integrable with respect to dmx(0), we form
its ultraspherical expansion
CO

/(0)~
where

I a„PÍ(cos0),
""°

a„ = yn í"f(d)Pxn(cosd) dmx(6).
Jo
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On account of (2.1) it follows easily that
\Px(cos6)\

=An2X-\

Remembering the definition of y„ given in (2.4) it is then clear that the series
CO

f(r,8)= Zancos

0)

n=0

converges absolutely when 0—r<l.
The function f(r,6) will be referred to as the "Poisson integral" of/(0). There
is an explicit formula for it which follows from a theorem of Watson [22]. In
fact, define the "Poisson kernel" P(r,6,cf) by
00

(2.11)

P(r,0,(t>)= Z r"y„PÍ(cos0)P2(cosc/>).
o

Then we have
;

r "

«in2,1-1/

P(r,Q,<f>)
v 'r/ = —
n (l-r2)\ 'J0 Fr-^r7--a-,
[1 -2r(cos0cosc/>

(2-12)

X(l - r2) f"
_X(l-r2)
f"_

JoK^

where (x,y) = (rcosO, rsin0),

. - . .-ï-rüZTdtr2]A+1
+ sin0sinocost)+

sin2A_1i

02 +(y-

n)2 + 2yn(l - cosi)p+ »

(£,«) = (cose/),sinc/>). See also Huber [11].

We thus have

(2.13)

f(r,0) = f P(r,0,</,)/(«/»)dmx{<¡>).
Jo

It should be noted that a similar formalism holds for Borel measures dp which
have finite norm, in place of integrable functions /.
If we now write u(x,y) =f(r,8), it is apparent from an examination of the
Poisson kernel (2.12), that u(x,y) can be naturally defined in the entire unit
disc x2 + y2 < 1 in such a manner that u(x, y) is even in y and is indefinitely
differentiable (in fact real-analytic) there. It is of interest to observe that it follows from this that the function r"P^(cos0) is real-analytic in x and y. (This also
follows from the fact that Px(t) = (-)"Px„(-t).)
We can now verify that
u(x,y) satisfies the differentia] equation (2.3) not just when y > 0, but also when
y <0. Thus in the study of ultraspherical expansions we are led to study solutions
of the singular "Laplace equation" (2.3), but only those solutions which have
a natural continuation past the singular line y = 0, are even, and real-analytic

in the unit disc.
3. Maximum principle. For second-order elliptic operators like those appearing
in (2.3) above there is a well-known maximum principle due to E. Hopf [9].
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However, this principle is applicable only when matters are restricted to the
region of regularity of the coefficients. Thus regions containing the singular
line y = 0 would be excluded from consideration. But it is exactly regions of
this kind that are needed in what follows below. It is possible to bypass this difficulty by considering only even functions, as is suggested by the facts observed
in the preceding section. Our result is as follows.
Theorem 1. Let u(x,y) be of class C2 in an open region R. If R contains
segments of the line y = 0, we shall assume that u(x,y) = u(x, —y) near such
segments. Assume that u satisfies d2u/dx2 + ô2u¡By2 +(2X¡y)(du/dy)^.0,
for
(x,y)eR,
y¥=0, and X is a fixed non-negative number. Then u cannot attain
a local maximum in R, unless u is a constant.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that (x0,y0)eR is a local maximum. We
can first assert that y0 = 0. For otherwise u would attain a local maximum
at a point of regularity of the coefficients. This would contradict Hopfs maximum
principle. We therefore can assume that y0 = 0. To treat this case we shall show
that since d2u/dx2 +d2u/dy2 +(2X/y)(duldy)^Q,
then u satisfies the following property akin to sub-harmonicity: For all p sufficiently small
/• n

(3.1)

w(xo,0)

Jo

pit

sin2xddd^\

Jo

m(x0 + pcos0,psin0)sm2A0

In fact, we have by Green's theorem, for u,veC2
boundary curve B

(3 2)

JJd

[vdiv(\y\2Xgradu)~

f

of a region D with smooth

udiv(|y|2Agradi;)]

i 121/

du

d0.

d.xdy

dv\j

(d/dn denotes the direction of the outward normal.) We set Ak(u) = uxx + uyy
+ (2X/y)uy, and note that if r~2X = ((x- x0)2 + y2)'x, the Ax(r~2X) = 0 (except
when (x,y) = (x0,0)). Take for D the annulus centered at (x0,0), whose outer
circle has radius p and inner circle radius e; set v = r~2X—c, where c = p~2X
(thus ¡) = 0on the outer circle). Then (3.2) gives:

- f \y\2Xu^dsJcp ' ' dn

f \y\2xv^ds+
Je,
dn

f \y\2Xu^ds^0.
Jc¡¡' '
dn

Here Cp and Ce denote respectively the circles of radius p and e taken
positive direction. If we let g->0 in the above, then the second integral
to zero, and the resulting inequality is (3.1). Hence if (x0,0) is a local
mum of u then by (3.1) there is a local maximum near (x0,0) but
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strictly in the upper half-plane. Here again we obtain a contradiction
maximum principle and the theorem is proved.

with Hopfs

4. Estimate for the Poisson kernel. The results dealing with the behavior of
Poisson integrals near the boundary discussed below in §6 depend in part on the
basic estimates for the Poisson kernel given below. Recall the definition and

formulae (2.11) and (2.12).
Lemma 1. Let us write è = 1 —r, 1 ¡2 —r < 1. Then
,\

at

(a)
(b)
Proof.

ax\^r

c sin~'l0sin"V

P{r,^UC

• Ô y+(0_fl,.

Pir,6,<l>)= C

(c52+(0-c/>)2y+i

"

Write A = 1 — 2rcos(0 — c/>)+ r2, a = r sin 0 sine/). By examination

in

(2.12) it follows that
P(r,0,c/>) = Ix+I2,

where
¡> it/2

,'SC<1-''!)1

.21-1

T.-KTm

du

V+?]'

and a similar estimate for I2 as an integral taken over n ¡2 — t = %. If we make the
change of variables u =(cr/A)1/2i, we get
-1

/»JtCa/A)1/^

IxúC(l-r2)^--\

,,2X~l

T^TTTZT
/
M2\A+1

du.

Using the fact that

J»(1 + i-2p

du < co,

we get
j <r
1=

s

(sin0sine/))
(l-2,-cos(0-e/>)

x_
+ ,-2)

-

Using the fact that
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Iy^C-è-0-X-0XA-X~lz%C

(ö2+(d-cp)2Y

+ i'

(We have used the easily verified estimate

1 <

C

A =

if 0 é 0 ^ n, 0 z%cb^ %, b = 1 -r,

Ö2 +id-cb)2

1¡2 ^ r < 1.)

Similar estimates hold for I2. This proves Lemma 1.
5. A maximal function. Another basic fact we shall use is the analogue of
Hardy-Littlewood
"max" function, but in the form appropriate for ultraspherical expansions.
For any feÜ(dmx(8))
we set

f+"\f(cb)\ dmx(cb)
f*(B) =

sup
»*•:<»«•+«■

Je
dm,

We then have
Lemma 2. /*(0)

f*(6)>a}.Then
l<p^co,

is finite for

almost every 6. For any a > 0, let Ex ={0|

mA(£a)^(2/a) J \f\dmx.

If

in

addition feLF'dmf),

then f* eLp and

[r[, **,{/[,.
Proof. It is possible to imitate the classical argument or to deduce the present
lemma from its known special case. We choose the latter approach. Introduce
a new variable x = x(0) = ¡ldmx(cb), dxjdO = sin2A0. We then have 0 ^ x ^ Cx,

where CA= fo dmx(cb). Let now F(x)=/(0),

mx(Ex) = m0lx AT1

then

|F(x)|dx>a,

0^x+kz%Cx\,

where m0 denotes the standard Lebesgue measure. We then have by Riesz'slemma

mx(Ex)U-Ï

a J o

X\F(x) | dx = -

f " \f(<p)| dmx(cb).

a Jo

Similarly the inequality |/*||p Sá^p||/||P iS proved.
In view of the lemma we have just proved, the basic lemma for the behavior
of Poisson integrals near the boundary can now be stated :
Lemma 3. Let feÜ(dmx).
If fir,6) denotes the Poisson integral
and f*(d) is the maximal function defined above, then

sup |/(r,0)|gC/*(0).
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To simplify matters we divide the square 0 = 6 = n,0fi(l)^n,

into

four parts: (1) O^0^ti/2,
0 ^ <pg jt/2, (2) 0^0 = n/2, n/2 g <¡>^ ti,
(3) n/2 e=n,0 = <t>
= n¡2, (4) n¡2 = d = n, and n¡2 ^ <¡>
^ n.
Thus we have/(r,0) =f\r,B) +/2(/,0) +f3(r,6) +f\r,Q) where say /x(r, 0)
is the Poisson integral of the function which equals /(e/>) for 0 = <f>g n/2 and
vanishes outside this interval; also in/J(r,0) we restrict 0 by 0 = d^n/2.
Similarly for the other fJ(r,6). We assume also, without loss of generality that
f=0. It turns out that consideration of fl(r, 6) and /4(r, 0) are essentially identical^), while consideration of f2(r, 6) and f3(r, 0) are somewhat simpler. We
shall therefore discuss in detail the estimates for/^r,©).
Now in the range 0 = 0 ¿! n ¡2,0 = e/>= n ¡2, cd :g sin 0 = 0, and c<p— sin c/>^ e/>,
where c> 0. In the estimates that follow, therefore, we shall systematically replace sin 0 by 0 and sin c/>by c/>. We now break up matters into further cases :

Case I. 20 = 2(1 - r) g 0.
Let £ be the set of c/>'sso that \6-(j)\ = ô,0 = (f>^n¡2, then

f P(r,e,<p)f(<¡>)^2^
d^cí J£ ¿-' ^y^ff
(sin 0 sin c/.)^

Je

dc/>

>Ade/>

by estimate (a) of Lemma 1 for the Poisson kernel. However, | c/>/01^c according to the restrictions made on 0 and c/>.Thus we have
£p(r,0,e/,)/(e/>)sin2Ae/> dtp ^c ~

j /(^"

<ty.

However, J£sin2X<¡>d<p^c¡E<p 2xd<p^côÔ2xZ cô(sin6)2Xbecause |0-e/>| ^ ¿i and

2<5^0. Thus finally:
í

P(r,d4)m)sin2X4> dcbúC
j£

/(</>)sin2*«/>de/»

J^<s-^
J\e- -*|<a

C/*(0).
sin2V cie/>

Next let £ be the set where <5^|0-c/>|^0/2,
2"c5^ |0- c/>|á 2"+1t5.

and

Then

(■»)This is due to the fact that P(r, 0,e/>)= P(r, n-0,

n-<¡>).
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This follows by again applying estimate (a) of (4.1) on P(r,6,cb). Now

f sin2Xebdcb^ c

<p2Xdc¡>
k c02A<52"
,
2"äa|8-0|S2"+iä

since 0 ^ 25.
Thus we obtain
¡ f(cb)(cb)2xdcb
Pir,Q,cb)ficb)sin2Xcbdeb z% C I 2""-pJf

sin2xcb dep

Jf„

iCl

2"7*(0) = C/*(0).

Similarly, let G be the set where 0 /2 < 10 —cb|, and let G„ be the set where

2"0<|0-(p|g2n

+ 10.

Then

jTp(r,8,¿)/(¿>¡n"* # S c£ (9¿{(*^'¡ J*

sc n =£-1 ,-<»,,[Ä#,
JG„ a

'

by estimate (b) of (4.1), and since 6^.25.
However,

f sin2xcbdeb ^ c
Jg_

j
2nfl<|6-<^|g2"

cb2Xdcb^ci2"6)2X+1 .
+ ifl

Thus the sum is dominated by

el

f ficb)<p2X
deb
2-"-p=-^

Jg„

c I 2""/*(0).

sin/* (/>d$

Combination of the estimates for sets £, F, and G shows that

f\r,6)

z%c/*(0) if 2r5^0.

The remaining case for/^r,©),

that is the case 28 > 0, is treated similarly.

Case II. 2c5>0.
We sketch the argument:
Let £ be the set where 19 —cb\ < ¿.Then
[ Pir,Q,cb)ficb)sin2Xcbdeb z%co'^'i
Je

Je

fieb)cb2Xdeb z%c/*(0),
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because of estimate (b) of (4.1) and the fact that

/

sin2X4>d4>^ cô2x+1 if 2<5^ 0.

\B-<¡>\<0

Finally, let £ be the set where ¿5g |0 —</>|, and let £„ be the set where
2"e5^|0-c/)|<2"+1e).
Then

£p(r,0,</,)/(e/>)sin2A</># ^ c<5£ (-ÄLCO

/*

^ c Z |
n = 0 Jl

dt¡>

r^qggs.tqp.srm

as in the previous arguments.
This completes the estimate f^r, 6) g c/*(0) for all r,6. As mentioned before,
f2,f3, and/4 are treated similarly. This concludes the proof of the lemma.

6. Poisson integrals and the analogue of Fatou's theorem. The following theorem
contains the basic results of Poisson integrals for PP.
Theorem 2. Let feLp(dmx),

lgpgoo,

and let f(r,6)

denote its Poisson

integral, (2.13). Then
(a) ||/(r,0)|pg
||/(0) ||p, l^pgco,

(b) ¡f(r,d)-f(6)\\p-+0as
(c) limr^,/(r,0)

= f(6)

r-1,
almost

(d) Isup^il/ir,^!!^^!/!!,,,
Proof, (a) We note that

i/l£p<co,
everywhere,

1 ^ p ^ co,

i/Kpl».
P(r, 6, <j>)^ 0, P(r, 0, c/>)= P(r, e/>,0) and

$SP(r,0,<t>)sin2X<l>
d<t>
= l. Set f(r,6) =]lP(r,d,<p)f(<¡>)sin2X4>d<}>.
If 1 g p < oo,
we have by Holder's inequality:
|/(r,0)|'<S

|p(r,0,<¿)|/(cp)|psin2Ac/> dc/,.

Integrating with respect to 0 and interchanging the order of integration gives
||/(r,0)||p^
||/|p,l^p<oo.
The case p = oo is trivial.
(b) Let S be the linear space of all finite polynomials Z^=o0n-PÍ(cos0).
Then S is dense in every V(dmf), 1 ^ p < oo. (In fact S is dense in the space of
continuous functions on [0,7r] in the "sup" topology.) Since clearly/(r,0)->/(0)
uniformly and hence in Lpfor every fe S, part (b) then follows from part (a).
Notice also that if/(0) is continuous on [0,tt] then \\f(r,6)-f(d)\\a0-y0.
(c) If /(0) is given and in Ü(dmf) it suffices to show that given any £ > 0,
there exists a set Ee, so that mx(Ef) < e and limsupr_, \f(r,6) -/(0)|
> e only

for 0e£p.
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Thus write/(0) =A(0) +/2(0) whereA(0)e S and ||/2 \\y < ô, Ô to be chosen
later.

Then/(r,0) -/(0) =/1(r,0) -fy(6) +f2(r,0) -f2(d) and hence \f(r,6) - f(6)\
Û \Mr,6) -fy(6)\ + cf*(B), since \f2(r,6)\z% Cf*(6), by Lemma 3, and |/2(0)|
:g/*(0) trivially.
Since lim supr_! l/^r,0) —/.(0)| = 0 for every 0, we must
f*(6) i£ e/c except in a set of measure < e. However by Lemma 2,

m,{r2(0)^j]e

| HA||t =

show

that

2c<5

Thus we need choose <5only by 5 < s/2c, which proves (c). (d) is an immediate
consequence of the comparison sup0¿r<1 \f(r,0)| z%cf*(6) (Lemma 3) and the
fact that ||/*||pígi4p||/||p,
1 < p zi oo (Lemma 2). This concludes the proof

of Theorem 2.
We now come to the converse problem, that of characterizing among all "harmonic" functions those which arise as Poisson integrals of LP functions. For
this purpose it is important to recall the space B of Borel measures dp on [0,tt]
whose norm

\dp\\ = Í"(s¡n0)2;l|d/í(0)|
is finite.
We define J""P(r-,0,</>)sin2A(/>
dp(cb) as the Poisson integral of the measure dp.
Let u(x,y) be a function defined in the upper semi-disc x2 + y2 < 1, y > 0.
We shall say u(x,y) is X-harmonic there (or sometimes "harmonic") if it is of
class C2 there and satisfies
. , y

ô2u

ô2u

2X du

We shall say that u is regu lar and even if there exists a C2 function in the entire
disc x2 + y2 < 1 which extends u(x,y) (we denote the extension by u(x,y) also)
so that u(x,y) = u(x, —y). We notice if u is A-harmonic, regular and even, then
AA(u)= 0 also if y <0.
We are now in a position to state our characterization of Poisson integrals.
Theorem 3. Let u(x,y) be X-harmonic in the upper semi-disc. Then
u(x,y)=f(r,6)isthe
Poisson integral of a function f(6)e Lp(dmx), 1 < pgoo,
if and only if u(x,y) is regular and even in the disc x2 + y2 < 1 and

sup

||/(r,0)||P<oo.

Oär<l

For the case p = 1 we have the following not-unexpected variant.
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Theorem 3'.
Let u(x,y) be k-harmonic in the upper semi-disc. Then
u(x, y) = f(r, 0) is the Poisson integral of a measure dp so that j0:sin2X6\dp(Q)\< co
if and only if u(x,y) is regular and even and
sup ||/(r,0)|i

< co.

r < 1

As a corollary we obtain:
Corollary
1. A X-harmonic function u(x,y) which is regular, even,and nonnegative is the Poisson integral
of a non-negative
measure dp so that
fosin2;'0 dp(9)<co,
and conversely.

As a further consequence, taking into consideration
Corollary

2.
sup

// u(x,y)

is X-harmonic,

|| u(rcos0, rsin0)|p

< oo

Theorem 2, we have:

regular,

even and satisfies

for some p, 1 < p^

co,

Ogr<l

then
lim ii(rcos0,

rsin0)

exists for

almost

every 0.

r->l

There are two further conclusions for Poisson integrals that need be mentioned.
First,that limr_,w(rcos0,
rsin0) will exist almost everywhere even for Poisson
integrals of measures in B. (Theorem 2-(c) covers only absolutely continuous
measures.) Second, all limits at the boundary can be taken in the nontangential
sense—instead of just the radial sense.
While these facts could be proved by techniques similar to those used above,
we prefer postponing consideration of these matters to a later section where they
shall follow in the course of the development of //p-spaces.
Proof of Theorem 3. We have already observed that if f(r,0) is a Poisson,
integral it is 1-harmonic, regular and even. If/(0)eLp
then by Theorem 2,
||/(r,0)|p^
||/(0)||p and thus the necessity is proved. We come therefore to
the converse.
For any r0, 0 < r0 < 1, write

g(r,9)=

\np(r,dA)f(r0,4>)dmx(4>).

Jo

Thus g(r,0) is the Poisson integral of the continuous function f(ro,0). Consider
now h(r,0) = g(r,0) —f(rr0,6). It is easy to verify directly that f(rr0,0) is A-harmonie (in (r,6)), regular and even in the disc x2 + y2 < 1, because f(r,6) is.
Thus h(r, 0) has the same properties. Moreover, h(r, 0) is continuous in the closure
x2 + y2 ¿ 1 since f(rr0,6) is, and g(r,6)-^f(r0,6)
uniformly as r->l.
Therefore, in addition, «(1,0) = 0. We claim that h(r,6)=0.
Assume the contrary,
then h(r, 0) would have a local maximum (or minimum) at an interior point of
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principle (Theorem

1) and hence

Kr, 0)=O.Thus
(6.1)

firr0,d) = j\r,0,eb)f(ro,cb)

dmx(cb),

0^ro,r<l.

Since ||/(r,0)||p g M < oo, we can select a sequence rx,r2,---,rn,---,
so that
rn -> 1 and /(rn, 0) ->/(0) weakly as r„ -» 1.
It therefore follows from (6.1) that fir,6) is the Poisson integral of /(0), and
the theorem is proved.
Theorem 3' is proved in the same way, except because J*oj/(r,0)|sin2A0d0
z%M < co, we now have a sequence/( r„, 0) which converges weakly to a measure

dpid) so that J>in2A0|d/i(0)| < co .
The proof of Corollary 1 is based on the following fact: If «(x,,y) =fir,6)
A-harmonic, regular, and even, then
/»b

(6.2)

»(0,0)

Jo

is

/»a

(sin0)2Ad0 =

Jo

u(rcos0, rsin0)(sin0)2Ad0.

This is the mean value property, which in this context is due to Weinstein [23].
(6.2) also follows immediately from a more general inequality (3.1) for "subharmonic"
functions. In any case, if w(x,y)^0,
then (6.2) implies that
u(x,y)=/(r,0)
satisfies supr<1 ¡l\f{r,6)\sin2XQ dQ < oo.Theorem 3' is there-

fore applicable.
Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3.
7. The conjugate kernel. Let us recall briefly the definitions
introduced above.

of conjugacy

If
/(0)~

I a„PA(cos0)

and

fir,6)=

I a„r"PA(cos0),

r<l,

then
OO

(7.1)

/(/,0) = 2AS —-=—r"sin0PA+î(cos0),
n~ y n T 2.A

0z%6z%n.

If we set u(x,y) =/(r, 0) and v(x, y) = y 2Xf(r,6) then u and v satisfy the CauchyRiemann equations vx= —y2xuy, and vy = y2Xux and their analogues in polar
coordinates: vr= —((rsin0)2A/r)ue, ve = r(rsin0)2Xur. That these equations are

verified follows easily from the relation (d/dí)PA(í) = 2APAí}(í), see Szegö [18,

p. 83].
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Let us now notice that

/M)=Jof'",0(r,0,e?)/(</,)sin2^dc/,,
.10

where

(7.2)

Q(r, 0,0) = Z —■T r"7„sin0 Pj Í }(cos0)P*(cos<¡>)
„=1

« + ¿A

and where y, are the normalizing factors (2.9). Q will be called the conjugate
Poisson kernel.
In view of the equations vr = - ((i-sin0)2A/i-)w9, v = y2Xf(r, 0), and g(0,0, </>)

= 0, we obtain

(7.3)

Q(r,fl,0) = -r~2x j^t^-'PeiUd,^)

dt,

where P is the Poisson kernel(2.11). Equation (7.3) allows us to reduce the problem of analyzing the kernel Q in terms of the kernel P, for which we have an
explicit formula. The result of this analysis is as follows.

Lemma 4. // 0 g d£n,

0^ <p£n/2,

0 < X, then

Q(r,e,4>)= Omntj))-2'-1) if26<4>,
= o^siney2'-1)

if-2d><¡>,

Q(r,e,<t» =cy(sin0sin0)-^_^s-/_^)

+ r2

Remarks. It follows from (7.2) that Q(r,Q,4>)=Q(r,e',<¡>'), where 0'= ji-0,
0' = 3t —c/> (because P„( —i) = ( —l)"P„(t)). Thus very similar estimates hold
for Q in the range »/2á4>a««
The lemma shows that except for the factor
cArA(sin0sine/»)-'1,the kernel Q behaves like the conjugate kernel in the trigonometric case for 0 near </>.

Proof.

Let us define D by
D = 1 —2r(cos0cosc/> + sin 0 sin e/>cos i) + r2.

We then have

P(r,0,</>)
= (X¡n)(l-r2)^
Differentiation

?Ç£

dt.

of both sides establishes the elementary identity

r
t2\i-ñ
J0(l-2at+î2)*+2

r2X"
(X+ l)(l-2ar+r2y+*

_ _x_ r
t2*
X + 1 J0 (l-2ar + i2)*+i
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As we saw before

Q(r,6,cb) = -r~2X f t2x-lPe(t,0,cb) dt.
But
rw

a ^

(X + 1)X„

Pe(t,6,eb) = - L_J_(1

2. f"

^sint)"-1

_ f2)ijo ^¿^

*.

where

a = cos0cos</> + sin 0 sinocos t,
b = 2sin0cos(/> —2 cos 0 sinocos t.
Substituting in the above identity gives

Q(r,d,eb)= -r-2X+1R(r,6,eb)+Xr-2x P R(t,9,eP)dt,
Jo

with
(7.4)

R(r,e,cb) = — 2X'1 P D9-/)-A-1sin2A-1<
71
Jo

dt.

Thus it suffices to obtain similar estimates for the kernel R(r,0,cb).
Consider first the case, cb > 20. Now
DA+ 1^((l-r)2+2r(l-cos(0-</))))A+1
^c|sin(0-</>)|2A+2

^ c(l-cos(0-^))A+1

^c(sineb)2X+2,

since cb> 20.
However, | De [ = 2r | sin 0 cos cb —cos 0 sin cbcos í | ^ c sin (/>(since (/»> 20), we
therefore have by substituting these estimates in (7.4)

(7.5)

|R(r,0,0)|^c(sin</>r2A-1

for cb > 20, 0 ^0 z%n.

By an almost identical argument

(7.6)

|R(r,0,(/.)|^c(sin0)"2A"1,

z\o > cb, 0£6£n.

We now consider the more critical range, 0/2 z%cb z%20.

Write,
_i

2A-1

R(r,e,eb) = (7.7)

i»it

DgD-^sm^-^dt

n

Jo

1,21-1

f "I2

= ~Ar
71

Jr2*-1

Cn

D9D-X-Ísm2í~itdt+—-/^-'sin^'idi
Jo

= Ry(r,6,eb) + R2(r,6,eb).
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In Ry the behavior near t = 0 will be decisive and in R2 the behavior near t =n
will be critical. Thus in Rx we shall systematically
use the fact that
cosí = 1 - r2/2 + 0(i4),

and sin2A_1í = í2A_1 + 0(í2A+1), as i-»0; similar facts

are used when dealing with R2, whose contribution
Now

Dx+ 1 = [1 -2r(cos0cos0

+ sin 0 sinocos t) + r2]A+1

= [l-2rcos(0-(/>)
Since l — 2rcos(0-</>)
value theorem
(7.8)

is solely to the error term.

+ r2 + ri2sin0sin(/> + 0(t*)r sin0 sin </>]A+1-

+r2 2; 0, and rsin0sin</> ^ 0, we get by the mean

D"A_1 = [l-2rcos(0-^)

+ r2+i2rsin0sin^]"A_1

+ O(r4)rsin0sin(/>-D"A"2.

Also
(7.9)

De = 2rsin(0 - eb) + 0(t2)sincb

since 0/2 ^ 0 ^ 20, O^0^tt.

Inserting the estimates (7.8) and (7.9) in (7.7),

simplifying, and using the fact that í2rsin0sin<£ ^ cD, we get

RO-Oeb)--1
KyV,v,ep)-

r2X~l f-_t2X+xsin(0-cb)_
^r

}Qri_

2rcos(d-

rf
<p) + r2 + rt2 sin 0 un epY+ i

(7.10)
C *12

+ 0(sineb)\
Jo

t2X+1\~l-2rcos(d-cb)tr2

+ rt2sin0sincb~] x l dt.

We handle these integrals by making the substitution
/_rsin0sin</>_V'2

_

U ~ (r~27œs(0-

cb+r2)

as in the proof of Lemma 1 of §4. (Here,
A = 1 -2rcos(6-eb)
+ r2.)
Thus the first integral in (7.10) becomes

n

A

°-í

J0

(o\il2

* '"' \AJ

'

o = r sin 0 sin eb, and

(1+u2)a+i

However
nt,

2A-1

¡> œ

,.2A_1

00.
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Therefore the first integral in (7.10) becomes

cZ-Wsin*)-' ^^^

«xnm-«!.-").

and this equals

(7.U)

cS->«m<»m»->t_,£^)+„

♦ o*taD-"-\

since 0/2^</> = 20.
The second integral in (7.10) is dealt with similarly, and leads to the estimate

O^sra^ff-^ll+log+tó
Since sin 0 ^csin0and

(,i2)

A 2: c[l—cos(0-</>)],

V
in this range the above O term is

cx,ia.)-"-(^.o«'(1_ri°coy-^))-

Hence (7.11) and (7.12) combined give us the required estimates for R, and
thus for R, and finally for Q in the range 0 ¡2 ^ e/>^ 20. This concludes the proof

of the lemma.
8. L" theorems for conjugate functions. Let us recall the definition (7.1) of the
conjugate harmonic function f(r,d):

f(r,6)=2xî

-^—rnsin6Pxll(cos6),

0ír<l,

where

/(0) ~ Z a„P¿(cos0).
We shall need also the Lpclasses with norm ||/||p = (¡l\f(4>)\p dmx(4>)Ylp,
where dmx(qb)= (sin</>)2Ad</>.
We come now to one of our main results—an extension of the M. Riesz theorem
for conjugate functions for the L" norm, and of Kolmogoroff's inequality for L1.

Theorem 4. (a) If f(B)sLp(dmx), K/xoo,
then |/(r,0)l
(b) IffeL^dmf), s > 0, and Es = {6\ \f{r,0)| > s}. Then

è AP\\f\\r.

mx{Es)i{Als)\\f\\x.
Proof.

We consider, for fixed r, 0 g r < 1, simultaneously

Tr and T* defined by

(8.1)

(Tr/)(0) = f.2(r,0, </,)/(<?)
dmA(e/>)
Jo

and
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(8.2)

(Tr7)(0)= J"(r, *&*)/(*)*»*(*)•

Thus Tr(f)(6) = f(r,6), and T* is the adjoint of Tr. We prove first
(8.3)

|Tj||2^|j/|2.

In fact,
\2..2n

W-^àgiytr1.
where
(yJ)"1 = Jo"[P¿í11(cos0)]2dm,+
1(0)= 2-1-2Vra

+ í))"^AK«A-lT!

'

However,

12= Zk,'2"-'
In
where

v;1= JoVfcos0)]2d«iA(O)
= 21-2Vr(A))-2
ffiffi
(see equation (2.9)).
Thus (8.3) is equivalent with sup„(2¿)2(n +2X)~2(yn!yt)û
1, which after reduction becomes sup„(«/(« + 2A)) ;£ 1, and this proves (8.3).
By a standard duality argument we then obtain

(8-4)

|7*/|3£|/|2.

We have therefore proved part (a) of the theorem in the special case p = 2.
In order to make further progress we must now prove the "weak-type" estimate,
that is part (b) of the theorem. We shall prove this for both Tr and T*. In so
doing we shall systematically use the following remark: If finitely many functions
satisfy the weak-type estimates arising in (b) for all s > 0, then so do their linear
combinations with constant coefficients, with possibly larger constant.
We now make a few simplifying assumptions. First we take/=0;
next we
assume that /(</>)= 0, if n ¡2 ^ c/>^ n. The case when the support of / lies in

(n/2,n) is dealt with similarly.
Then

(TJ)(6) = J" Q(r,d,<t>)f(<t>)
dmx(<p)
¡.e/2

Jo

¡.n/2

Q(r, 6, </>)/(</>)
dmx(<h)
+
¡•20

Je/2

J 20

Qir,d,4>)fi4>)
dmx(4>)

Q(r,0,<p)f(cp)dmx(<}>).
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Let us set

(8.5)

M(/)(0) = (sinOr2^1 P'/O/.) dm,(«/>),

(8.6)

N(f)(6) = (sin0)-2A-1 f

Jo

i 29

Je/2
Jfl/2

log10g+

;iI

sh^y

- cos(0 - eb)

and

(8 71

0 (r 0 ¿A - c rx sin"'9sin"^sin(0

(8. /j

öo(r, 0, </.) -

cAr

~ ^

— - cos(0 _ 0) + r2 •

Then by virtue of Lemma 4 we have, after a simple reduction,
p 29

7X0(0)-

Q0(r,d,eb)f(cb)dmx(cb)^ c[M(/)(0) + JV(/)(0)] .

J0/2

It is easily seen that

(8.8)

mA(0|M/(0)>.s)a-

■'

f fdm.icb).

Jo

Next we claim that

(8.9)

mx(61
Nf(6) > s) z%-

P / dm,.

s Jo

This will follow if we show that $*Nf(d)dmx(d)Sc ¡lf(cb)dmx(cb). In fact

/VW d^0)=\\smor{jJ/wog\_f0^iP4 dHrf0
= P /(</>)K(</>)
dmA(</>),
Jo

where

svx.

/£(</>)=

»2¿

Pi
+/ sinOsinrp \ d0
log-,7T-Ti
"wi'
J t/2
\1-cos(0-(/•)/sin
0

However, a simple reduction

0 z%cb z%n 2.

shows, that in this range

Thus £(</>) is bounded and therefore we obtain (8.9).
We now come to the main contribution—that
given by the kernel Q0(r,d,ef>)-
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which is the principal term of Q(r,Q,<¡>). For this purpose consider the sets
EH = (2~n~lit,2~nn) and the sets E'n = (2~""27r, 2~n+,7i). In the integral
/>20

(8.10)

J 0/2

QoirAMiftdmM)

if 0 lies in the set £„, the integration in e/>ranges only over part of £,',. Thus if
lE'n is the characteristic function of E'„, the integral of (8.10) is identical with the
sum
oo

(8.11)

/>28

I Ze„(Ö) Qo(r,0,4>)f(<t>)dmx(4>),

n=0

JO/2

where

m) = f(<i>)xEi4>).
We would like, however, to compare the sum (8.11) with the sum
CO

(8.12)

p

Z Xe„(0)

ii=o

Je'„

Qo(r,0,<t>)f(4>)
dmx(c¡>).

The difference of the nth terms of these two sums is dominated

by

XeSP)f IßoW,<t>)
\f(4>)
dmx(<p),
Jpn

where

£„ = (2-"-27r,0/2)u(20,2-"

+V),

Ge£„.

However, in this range it is easily verified that \Q0(r,6,4>)\ ^c(sind)~2X~lThus it follows that the difference of the sums (8.11) and (8.12) is dominated by
00

c(sin0)-2A_1Z

/•

u=o JK

/»H

f{4))dmx^c'{sinO)-2X-i

Jo

/(</.) dm;(c/)).

This is of the form Mf (see (8.5)), and leads to the desired estimates. We have
therefore finally reduced the problem to that of the sum (8.12).
Let then E' denote the set of 0's for which the absolute value of the sum (8.12)
exceeds s. Then
00

00

ES = U (£sn£„),
n=0

and

m;.(£s) = Z mx(Es n £„).
n=0

We deal with the set £*n£0 separately. Therefore we take n = 1. It is clear
that on £„, (sin0)~A is of the order 2+"x; thus
£sn£„c=

0

f J^in0)_^sin(0-eW
L,l-2rcos(0-ei)+^^m^
2rcos(6 —</>)+ r2

>c2-"xs

Thus by the classical theorem on conjugate functions for trigionometric
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f f(eb)sinxdeb

E*riE„

2+"x
1 + nX
z%C-2+nA

r

,2X
\_f(cb)ÚnZÁebdeb.
+nA
fEA<l>>

However,
mx(EsnEn)

=

f

sin2Ad0^C2"2nA

E*r,E„

[dB.
ES"E„

Thus,
CO

00

2 m^nEj^C/s

/»

I

n= l

/• 7t

f(cb)dmx^CIs

n = l J£ñ

f(cb) dmx(cb).
JO

It remains to consider £s n£0.Now£0
= (n/2,7t) = in¡2,{i¡A)n) u [(3/4)7r,ji)
= £(01}u£o2). The measure mx(Esr\E(^)^(Cls)Hf(cb)dmx
by the same arguments used to consider mx(EsC\ £„), n ^ 1. Finally, when 0 € [(3 ¡4)ti, n],cbe [0,7r/2]
we use the trivial estimate | Q0(r, 0, eb)| ^ C(sin0)~2A_1, which reduces the estimate of the measure m¿(£'n£(02)) to the integral M(/)(0) considered earlier.
Combining these estimates, and taking into consideration the remarks made
earlier, we obtain

(8.13)

mxi6\iTrf(ß)\>s)£Al4fiy.

This proves part (b) of the theorem.
Since we have essentially identical estimates for the kernels Q(r,ep,0) and

Q(r, 6, cb) we also obtain

(8.14)

mx(Q\ \T*f(0)\>s)z%A!s-\\f\\x.

A combination of (8.13) and (8.3) via the Marcinkiewicz
rem (5) proves

(8.15)

\\Tr(f)\\pz%Ap\f\\p, \<p<L2.

Similarly, (8.14) and (8.4) lead to

(8.16)

\\Tl(f)\\pSAp\\f\\p, KpS2.

However, by a standard

(8.17)

duality argument (8.16) gives

|TC/)|,£4|/|,.

2gg<co.

Therefore the theorem is completely proved.
(5) See Zygmund [26, Vol. II, p. 111].
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Corollary

1. Let /e Lp(dmx), 1 < p < oo ; then f(r, 0) converges in LF = norm

to f(6), as r-> 1, and

11/1=^11/1Moreover,

f\0)~2X Z -^(sinflJPÎÎÎicosô).
Corollary

2.

// d\i is a measure belonging to B, d\i~

Z anP*(cosd) and

CO

/(r,0) = 2XZ -^2_r"sin0PÍÍÍ(cos0),

( r i/(r'ö)|pdm'i(0))p-Ap "^ ii' ° < ^ <i •
Corollary 1 is proved in a familiar way from part (a) of the theorem. To prove
Corollary 2, let 0 < r0 < 1, and let g(0) =/(ro,0),
where f(r0,6) is the Poisson
integral of the measure dp. Then ||/(i"o,0)|i g || dp ||. Now apply part (b) of

the theorem to g and let r0 -* 1.
We see from the theorem and its corollary that the conjugate mapping,/-»/
is bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo, and satisfies an appropriate substitute relation
for L *. This brings us naturally to the problem of the inverse mapping. Let us
consider, for the moment, certain facts about the conjugate mapping,/-»/,
in
the classical trigonometric case. The adjoint of the mapping/-»/is
the mapping
/-*—/;
while the inverse of the mapping/-»/(defined
on those / without constant term) is again the mapping/-»
—/. However, in the general case we consider, this is no longer true. Thus we had to consider side-by-side with the mapping
Tr the mapping T*, in our proof of Theorem 4.
To study the inverse mapping, define the operator Sr by
oo

(8.18)

Sr(f)(6) = (2X)-1 ¿Z a„(n+2X)rnPxn(cosd)
n= i

whenever

/(0)~ Z a„(sin0)P^J(cos0).
B= l

It follows that

SX/)(0)
- J" Q-ir,6,4>)f{4>)
dm,(</>),
where
00

Ô-(r,0,e/)) = (21)-1 Z («+2%VP*(cos0)sinc/>p£!}(cosc/>).
n~ I
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(For the definition of the constants y* see the formulae following (8.3).)
If we recall the formula for 0(r, 0, e/>)(see (7.2)) and the fact that
,2y*_
n+2X _1 , 2X
(2Xy2(n + 2X)2'^- = —-=
1 + — ,
y„

n

n

we get

Q.(r,Q,<p)= Q(r,cb,0)+2X ('t^QiU^ß)
(8.19)
However,

dt.

Jo

Thus,

Sr= T* + 2X f í_1T* dt.
Jo

we have

seen that

|| T,/||p ^ ,4P||/||P,

1 < p < co,

and

thus

|| T*f\\p g Ap \\f\\p, 1 < p < oo . From (8.19) it then follows that

(8.20)
Incidentally,

\\Sr(f)\\p^Ap\\f\\p,
we have used the

KjKoo,

semitrivial

OSr<l.

estimate

|[ T,.*/*|p 5Í ylr||/|p

if

Oá r S 1/2.
When / is, say, a polynomial,

f(0) = Z a„Px(cos0),
«= i

then it follows immediately

f 'f(d) dmx(6)= 0,

Jo

from the definitions

of/andSr

that limr^1Sr(/)(0)

= /(0) in Lp-norm.
Combining this with (8.20) gives the following further corollary.

Corollary

3. If f(6)eLp(dmx), 1 < p < oo, and

f
Jo

then

f(0)dmx(d) = 0,

Bp\\f\\pï\\f\\pïAp\\f\\p.
9. Theory of //p-spaces: Harmonic majorization. Let u and v be a pair of
conjugate harmonic functions on the upper semi-disc, that is
vx = - y2Xuy

and

vy = y2Xux

there.
We have studied in §6 the conditions under which u(x,y) can be represented
as a Poisson integral of boundary values taken on the perimeter of the upper
semi-disc. Whenever this is possible we have
00

(9.1)

u{x,y)=f(r,0)=

Z a„rnPx(cosO),

(x,y) = (reos0,rsin9).
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u(x, y) then has the additional property that it can be extended past the singular
line y = 0 to the whole disc so that it is even in y and regular there. For w's represented as in (9.1) we can write down a similar series representing the conjugate v,

(9.2)

œ

i;(x,y)=y2A/>,0)

= y2A-2A I

a r"

-^—smeP^^cosO).

It= y n + 2X

It is to be noted that f(r, 6) can also be extended past the line y = 0, so that
as a function of x and y it is odd in y, and regular in the entire disc.
In view of the L" boundedness results obtained in §8 it is natural to consider
f(r, 0) and f(r, 6) on the same footing—as opposed to u and v. For this reason
it is convenient to use adjusted functions U and V defined by

U(x,y) = u(x,y)=f(r,6),

(9.2)'
F(x,y) = y-2Xv(x,y)=f(r,e).
We shall write also in complex notation

F(z) = F(x, y) = U + iV,

z = x + iy.

It is to be noted that U and V satisfy the equations
Vx+Uy=0,

(9-3)

-V
y

+ V9-Ux = 0,
'

0<X.

Recall also that if f(r, 0) is the Poisson integral of a function, say in L''(dmx),
1 < p < oo, then by Theorems 2 and 4 it follows that

(9.4)

sup
r<l

Í | F(reifl) |p dmA(0)< oo.
Jo

We are now in a position to make our basic definition. Let F = U + iV be a
function regular in the unit disc. U is even in y and V is odd in y. Suppose that
F satisfies the system (9.3) in the upper semi-disc, and for some p, p > 0, F satisfies
the boundedness condition (9.4). Then we say that F belongs to the class Hp.
By the remarks made above it can be shown that the Hp theory, when
1 < p < oo, is essentially equivalent with the Lp theory already studied. Our main
interest, therefore, will be with p z%1. Here matters stand in close analogy with
the Hp theory of harmonic functions in several variables, developed earlier;
see [17]. Thus it will be possible to develop an Hp theory for a range of p's less
than 1, but not all p's, 0 :§ p z%1. More precisely we shall deal with thosep's
which satisfy p ^ 2A/(2A + 1); for only those we have the following basic lemma
concerning "sub-harmonicity."
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Let F = U + iV satisfy (9.3) in a region in the upper half-plane.

Suppose |F| > 0 there. Then if pi 2A/(2A+1), and Ax= d2/dx2 + d2¡dy2
+ (2X/y)d/dy (where A^O), then
(9.5)

AA|F|p^0.

Proof.

Write

F = (U,V),

Fx = iUx,Ux)

and

F-Fx=

UUX + VVX--,

etc.

Then

ry\p\p =P\F\>-%'F,
^2\F\P

= p[ip-2)\F\p-\Fx-F)2

+ \F\p-2

{\FX\2 +F-FXX}].

Similarly with id2¡dy2)\F\" .
Adding we obtain

(9-6)

=p\F\P-*iip-2)((Fx-F)2

+(Fy-F)2)

+ \F\2{\Fx\2

+ \Fy\2 +F-AxF}-\.

Notice, however, that AXF= AXU+ iAAF. From (9.3) it follows that AxU=0,
while
Vxx + Vyy+

GMl
--

thus AXV= (2X/y2)V, and hence F■ AXF= 2X(V2jy2). Substituting in (9.6) we
then see that A,|F|p^0ifp^2,
since everything is positive in this case. Having
disposed of this simpler case, let us now suppose that p<2. Then (9.5) is equivalent with

(9.7)

(Fx-F)2 +(Fy-F)2irL-\F\2[\Fx\2

+ \Fy\2 +2^-].

Let M denote the matrix
\

Ux

l-v,

Vx]

-v.\

Notice that the equations (9.3) can be translated into the two statements (i) M
is symmetric and (ii) trace of M = 2XV/y. The inequality (9.7) can be translated to

(9.8)

| Mm i2 = 24^ Ir l2[ilM ||2 + (-^],

where || M ||2 denotes the square of the 'Hilbert-Schmidt'
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If we consider £ to be an arbitrary two-component vector, then (9.8) becomes

where | M | denotes the usual norm of the matrix M—considered as an operator.
We shall show that the inequality holds for any symmetric 2x2 matrix M, as

long as p^2X/(2X + 1).
In fact, | M |, || M ||, and tr(M) are invariant under orthogonal changes of coordinates; so we may assume that M is already in diagonal form,

-(5 a-

Then (9.9) becomes

(9.10)

maxp2^ (yrrj[>i

+ »î + (2¿)~ Vi + «2)2] .

We have
P\ = - IÍ2 +0*1 + /0-

Therefore, p2 S v-pl + ß(ßi + P2)2>whenever a>0,

/?>0,l/a

+ l//? = l. Add

ap2x to both sides; this gives

^ = rr^([/íí + /í2]+4[/íi+/i2]2)Choose ß = (2X + 1)/2A, a = 2X + 1; then

ß ¡a. = 1/22, and a/(l + a)

= (22 + 1)I(2X+ 2). Thus (9.10)is valid as long as 11(2-p) ^ (2X+ 1)/(2A+ 2),
which is 2> p^.2X¡(2X+ 1). This proves (9.10) and, therefore, the lemma.
Remark.
The lower bound 2X¡(2X + 1) which occurs for p in Lemma 5 cannot be improved.
One only need consider
U =x(x2 + y2)~x~l
and
V= -y(x2 +y2yx~l.
Then \f\" = (r~2X~1)p = r~". But Axr" < 0 unless ¡i

„2Jt.
We now come to the majorization theorem which is the key result in the development of the Hp results.

Theorem 5. Let X>0,

and v = 22/(22 + l). Suppose that FeHp,

(a) If p = v, there exists finite
h(r,6) is its Poisson integral, then

(9.11)

|£(rei9)|v^«(r,0),

positive measure

0 ^ r < 1,

dp (dpeB),

for all 0,

and

(9.12)

sup f* | F(rew)|v dmx(6) = f sin2A0dp(6) ( = || dp ||).
!■<!Jo
Jo
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If p>v,

then there exists a function

g(0)eLq

where q = p\v,

[lune
so that

if h(r,6) is the Poisson integral of g, then (9.11) still holds. (9.12) is then to be
replaced by
(9.13)

sup \\F(reiB)\\;=
r<l

\\g\\q.

Proof. Let us consider first part (a). Fix p, 0 < p < I, and set
gp(B) = | F(pe'6) |v. Let hp(r, 6) be the Poisson integral of gp(6). The main step
in the proof consists in proving the inequality

(9.13)

|F(preiB)| ^ hp(r,0),

Ográl.

For this purpose consider the difference è(r, 0) = | F(prelB) | — hp(r, 0). We observe that hp(r, 6) is regular, and even in the unit disc and satisfies Ax(hp) = 0
there, since hp is a Poisson integral. Moreover, recalling the properties of U,V
and F, we see that \F(pre'°)\ is even and regular near any point where \F\ > 0,

and satisfies AA|F¡ 2: 0, there, by Lemma 5. Notice also that «5(1,0)= 0, by the
definition of hp. Suppose now, that contrary to (9.13) we had ¿î(r, 0) > 0 for
some point (r, 0). Since <5is continuous in the closed disc and vanishes on the
boundary, its maximum would be attained at some point (r0,0O) and <5(r0,0O)> 0.
However h(r, 0)ïïO, since it is a Poisson integral of a non-negative function.
Therefore |F(pr0e'9)| > 0, and hence Ax(ô) S: 0 near the point (r0,60). This
would violate the maximum principle (Theorem 1 of §3), and hence (9.13) is
proved.
Now let p„ be a sequence tending to 1 from below. Let gn(B) — | F(p„e'0) |
and let h„(r,B) be the Poisson integral of g„(0). Then by (9.13) we have
(9.14)

|F(p„rei9)|v

=g hn(r,0).

Moreover,

(9.15)

f g„iB)sin2XB
dB z%sup f | F(pei8)|vsin2A0
d0 < oo.

Jo

p<i Jo

Thus, as is well known, we can find a subsequence {g„k(B)} and a measure
dp, so that, g„k-+dp weakly. Let h(r,6) be the Poisson integral of dp. From

(9.14) it follows that
(9.16)

| F(ré°) [ z%h(r, 0),

0z%r<l,

and from (9.15) that

Psin2A(0)dp(B)^ sup f |F(reie)\vsin2X0dd.

(9.17)

Jo

r<l Jo

Í h(r,6) sin2A0d0= Í sin2A(0)dp(B).

Jo

Jo
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Combining this with (9.16) and (9.17) gives the identity (9.12). Thus part (a)
of the theorem is completely proved. Part (b) is proved in a very similar way
and needs no further comment.
10. Theory of //p-space: Basic results. We are now in a position to state the
basic results regarding the theory of //"-spaces for ultraspherical expansions.
The proofs given below depend on two ideas: the theory of majorization developed in the preceding section, which gives certain global results, and the "similarity principle" for pseudo-analytic functions, which will lead to certain local
(i.e., almost everywhere) conclusions.
Let us recall the definition of the //p-spaces given at the beginning of §9.

We then have
Theorem 6. (a) Let F eHp, 2X¡(2X+ l)^p.

Then limr^xF(rew) = £(/'*)

exists for almost every 8. More generally, for almost every 0, Urn F(pet*)
exists as pe1* approaches the point e'e nontangentially.
(b) If F(e'°) = 0 in a set of 0 of positive measure, then F = 0.

(c) // 2XK2X+ l)<p,

then $*\F(reie) - F(ew)\"dmx(6)-*0,

as r-» 1.

As a simple consequence of part (c) of the theorem, when p = 1, we obtain
the following analogue of the theorem of F. and M. Riesz.
Corollary

1. Let

dpx

and

dp2

be

two finite

measures

(that

is,

¡l(sinQ)2x\dpi\ < oo). Suppose that

d/t, ~ Z a„P¿(cos0)
and

dp2~2X

Z -^T)sinPxnl\(cosG).

Then both dpx and dp2 are absolutely

continuous.

We also can complete the generalization of Fatou's theorem given Corollary 2

of Theorem 3, §6.
Corollary

2.

Let u(x,y) be X-harmonic, regular and even and satisfy
sup
Oár<l

Then limr-,iw(r

\u(rcos,rsin6)\

dmx(6) < co.

Jo

cos0, rsin0)

exists for a.e. 0, and in fact nontangentially.

We come now to the proof of the theorem and its corollaries. Let dp be a positive measure which is finite, i.e., Jo,sin2;i0d/i(0) < oo . Let h(r,6) denote its
Poisson integral

«(r,0)= rP(r,9,<j>)sin2X<j>dp((l>).
J o
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We denote by p*(6) the maximal function associated to dp, that is
¡>e+h

sin2Xebdp(eb)

p*(d) = sup^jri*

sin2Xcbdeb

The well-known theorem of differentiation of measures tells us that p*(B) < oo

for a.e. 0.
Let us observe that

(10.1)

sup

n(r,0)^c/i*(0).

0Sr<l

In fact, in the case when dp is absolutely continuous (10.1) is merely a restatement of Lemma 3 of §5. The proof for a not-necessarily absolutely continuous
measure is exactly the same.
(10.1) gives us an appropriate estimate for the radial approach to the boundary.
In what follows we shall need "a nontangential" analogue of (10.1) This may
be formulated as follows. Let il be a fixed triangle, lying strictly inside the unit
disc, except that one of its vertices is at the point r — \, 0 = 0. For any 0O, define Q(0O) to be the triangle rotated (about the origin) so that this
vertex is the point r = 1, 0 = 0O. The chosen triangle il = Q(0) is kept fixed
in the rest of our discussion. Its particular shape is irrelevant.
We can then state

Lemma 6.

sup h(r,e"*)Scp*(B).
re>*(sQ(0)

Proof.

In view of the definition of the Poisson kernel quoted above, it suf-

fices to show that
(10.2)

P(r, •>,ep)z%cP(r, B,</»),

re'* e £1(0).

Let us recall, however, that

«M,«-(¿)(i-».)
rap*,
where
D = 1 —2r(cos 0cos cb + sin 0 sin ej>cos i) + r2

= (x - £)2 + (y - nf + 2yn[l - cos i],
where (£,n) = (cos</>,sineb) and (x,y) = (rcos0, rsin0), (see (2.12)).
Now the expression D has an interpretation in terms of a distance measured
in three-dimensional Euclidean space. Thus consider the (xy)-plane embedded
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in three-dimensional Euclidean space, and let A denote the disc perpendicular
to the (xy)-plane and be determined by the fact that (£, w,0) and (£,,—n, 0) are a pair
of diametrically opposite points on its perimeter. Then if P = (x,y,0) and Q is
an appropriate point in the perimeter of this disc, then D is the square of the
distance from P to Q. The point Q may be fixed on the perimeter of A as follows :
í is the angle made by the ray joining (£,0,0) and Q with the y direction.
From this it can be seen that

D(r, 0, e/,,i) ^ cD(r, ij,, c/>,t),

re* e Q(6),

and therefore (10.2) follows. This proves the lemma.
We revert now to the proof of Theorem 6 and consider first part (a). Let ô > 0,
and let Rs be the open region consisting of that part of the open unit disc where
y > S, and let Râ denote its closure. Restrict £(z) = U(x,y) + iV(x,y) to R¿.
Then £ satisfies the system of "Cauchy-Riemann"
equation (9.3) where the
coefficients are regular in Rô. Therefore by the similarity principle for pseudoanalytic functions (see, e.g., Bers [2]) there exists a function S(z) continuous
in Ra, and an analytic function G(z) in Rd, so that
(10.3)

£(z) = eS(2)G(z),

zeRô.

However, by the majorization theorem (Theorem 5), | £(z) |v ^ h(r, 6), where
h(r, 0) is the Poisson integral of a finite positive measure dp(Q). Thus in view of
Lemma 6, F(relB) is bounded for re'9 e Q(d0) and for almost every 0O. By (10.3)
G(re'e) is bounded in the same triangles, for almost all 0O, so that sin0o S: <5.
Then by the theorem of Privalov-Plessener (see [26, Vol. II, p. 200]), it follows
that G(z) has nontangential limits on the perimeter of unit disc for a.e. 0O, so
that sin0o ^ ô > 0. By (10.3) (since S(z) is continuous in Rô), the same is true
for £(z). Finally, since ô > 0, but is otherwise arbitrary, part (a) of the theorem
is completely proved. Part (b) is proved similarly, using the fact that G can vanish
only on a set of zero measure on the perimeter of the disc unless it vanishes iden-

tically.
We come now to the proof of part (c).
Let p > v = 2X¡(X+ 1), and q = p/v. Then by part (b) of Theorem 5, there
exists a geLq,

so that if h(r, 0) is its Poisson integral

\F(reie)[^h(r,d).
However, by Lemmas 2 and 3,

sup «(r,0) ^ cg*(d)eL".
r<l

Therefore
\F(reie)-F(ew)\p^cg*(d),
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and part (c) of the theorem is proved by the use of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, in conjunction with part (a), which is already known.
We now come to the proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that d/i, ~ Za„PA(cos0)

and dp2 ~2X l(aj(n
Let
U(x,y)

+ 2A))PAí}(cos0).

=

E a„r"PA(cos 0),

V(x,y) = 2AI

r<l,

(x,y) = (reosB,rsin0),

_^-r"sin0PAi}(cos0).

n -r ZÁ

Then, as we know, F = U + iV satisfies the system (9.3), and because U and V
are Poisson integrals, then

r\F(rew)\dmx(6)^\\dpy\\

Jo

+ \\dti2\\.

Thus F is in H1, and therefore there exists F(ew) =f(8)

+ if(B)eL\dmx),

so that

r\F(reie)-F(em)\

Jo

dmx(B)^0.

Then it is easily verified that/(0)d0 = dpt(0) and /(0)d0 = dp2(6), since both
/(0)d0 and dpy have the same ultraspherical expansions of index A, and f(B)dB,
dp-i have the same expansions of index A + 1.
To prove Corollary 2 recall that the assumptions on u imply that it is the Poisson
integral of a finite measure. (See Theorem 3' in §6.) If we now define
F(z) = U(x,y) + iF(x,y) as above it then follows by Theorem 4, Corollary 2
that FeHp, for all p < 1. The result then follows from part (a) of the present
theorem.
We should point out conclusion (a) and (b) of the theorem could be proved
for all p, 0 < p, without the extra restriction 2A/(2A + 1) z%p. This could be
done as follows. Define, as in the proof of the theorem, the function G(z), analytic
in Ra, so that (10.3) holds. Then supr<1 ¡l\F(reie)\pdmx(B)
supr<1.sin^J|G(re",)|pd0<oo.

< co implies easily

Then a modification of the classical arguments shows that G has nontangential
limits for almost all points on the boundary of the disc. The same then follows
for F(z). Similar arguments hold for the nonvanishing on the boundary.

Chapter II
11. Partial sums of ultraspherical expansions. The purpose of the next few
sections is to develop an analogue of the Littlewood-Paley theory for ultraspherical
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expansions, culminating in the "multiplier theorem" of §14.
In the trigonometric case there are two basic tools used in the development
of the Littlewood-Paley theory. The first are certain inequalities for partial sums,
and the second deals with the auxiliary "g-function." In this section we shall
extend the partial sum inequalities to the ultraspherical case.

Thus let

f(B) ~

Z a„P„A(cos0),

and define S„ by

Sn(f) = Sn(6;f)=

Z a,P¿(cos0).
k= 0

A basic result for the partial sums is the inequality

(ii.i)

||s„(/)l^P||/|P,

£±¿ < p < Hf±.

The case corresponding to X = 0 is of course the classical inequality of M.
Riesz, and the case for positive X is due to Pollard [14].
We shall need an extension of (11.1) which can be stated as follows:
Let fi,f2,---,fk
be a given /c-tuple of functions (k arbitrary) and write
F = (fu-Jk),
|T|=(|/i|2
+ |/2|2+-+|A|2)1/2.
Similarly let nx,---,nk be an arbitrary k-tuple of positive integers, and write

S(F) for the fc-tuple
S(F) = (Sni(fx), Sn2(f2),-,S„k(fk)).
Using this notation our result can then be stated as

Theorem 7.

II|S(F)|||P= ^|||F|||P,

1-^<P<2AJtl

with Ap independent of k.
The proof of the theorem makes use of the basic reduction of Pollard which
occurs in the proof of (11.1) together with the following known lemma, see

[26, Vol. II, p. 224].
Lemma 7.

(11.2)

Let T be a linear transformation

\\Tf\\p^A\\f\\p

which satisfies

for some p.

Write \T(F)\ = (\Tfx\2 + \Tf2\2 + ■■■
+\Tfk\2y'2^
Then || | T(£)| ||p ;£ A 11£| ||p. A is the same constant as in (11.2).
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One should observe the difference between this lemma and Theorem 7. In the
lemma we have one fixed operator, T, acting simultaneously on a /c-tuple of
functions. In the theorem we deal with k different partial sums, acting on the
/c-tuple of functions.
We now come to the proof of the theorem, which we have indicated is based
on Pollard's work. Thus to avoid duplication we shall repeat only the main steps
of his reduction omitting details. Following his notation, x and y are variables
in the interval (—1,1), which are related by our variables by the change
x = cos0, y = coseb.
We have co(x)dx = (sin0)2Ad0 as the basic measure with cu(x) = (l-x2)A_1/2
We write p„(x) = y*/2PA(cos0), which are the normalized polynomials for the
weight co(x). (yn are the factors given in (2.9).) We also have the conjugate polynomials q„(x), defined by (1 - x2)_1g„(x) = (j*)1/2PAíí(cos0), which are the
orthonormal polynomials with respect to (l-x2)co(x). (See Pollard [14, p. 356].)
Two basic estimates satisfied by the p„ and q„ are
(1L3)

\(l-x2)1/4œ(x)il2pn(X)\

z% A,

\(l-x2y1,4œ(xyl2qn(x)\

ÚA.

(See Pollard [14, p. 362]; also Szegö [18, 7.33.6, p. 167].)
Now consider the Dirichlet kernel /<„(x,y) given by
n

k„(x,y) = I pjix)pjiy).
j =o

According to Christoffel's formula (see Szegö [18, p. 42]),

h (yry,\-— „cn --P-+1OOPnOO
~ P„(x)p„+j^)

Kn\x,y)

x-y
for appropriate constants c„.
However, the a„'s can be expressed in terms of the p„'s (see Pollard [14, p. 357]).
Making the substitution and combining terms gives

(11.4) kn(x,y) = a/^(xy»(y)
x

y

+ ßn SMñiM
x

y

+ 5„p„+1(,)p„+1(y),

where {a„}, {ßn}, and {ö„} are bounded sequences. (See [14, p. 358].)
We quote also the following lemma of Pollard :

Lemma 8. Let (T/)(x) = Jij X(x,y)/(y) dy, where
Kix,y) =

«
x —y

with -1 < c < 1 and c<l/p<c

+ l, l<p.

Then
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J' \Tf(x)\pdxúApJ*1|/(*)|" dx.
Now

Sn(f) = j í K(x,y)f(y)co(y) dy= Sln(f)+ S2(f) + S3n(f).
Here S^ is the transformation whose kernel is 0L„p„+x(x)q„(y)l(x—y); S2 has the
kernel ß„q„(x)p„ + x(y)l(x-y)
and S3 has the kernel ynpn+ 1(x)p„ + x(y).
Let fx,---,fk be k given functions and «,,•••,«fc be given positive integers. For

1 ¿ j S 3, set
SiJ\F) = (SJni(fx),-,SÍk(fk))
and

|s,(JOl-(|s/ai)la + -+(|s¿(A)ia)1/a.
It will then suffice to show

(11.5)

f

Consider S\F)

\S\F)(x)\pco(x) dx^App Í

\F(x)\pco(x) dx, j = 1,2,3.

first.

In view of the inequalities (11.3) and the boundedness of an we can write
o)"p(x)Slnk(fk)(x)

(11.6)
. Bnk(x) f1 ^^)A(,)^)dy
J-i
x —y

j p ^x,yy
j_,

i^^^,,

where ^4„(x), B„(x), and C„(x) are uniformly bounded and K(x,y) is the kernel

of Lemma 8, with c = 1¡4 + (X- 1/2)(1 /2 - lfp).
Apply now Lemmas 7 and 8, and the well-known fact that

This gives (11.5) for ; = 1,

22 + 1
22 +
-TTT-<^<-^—•

1

A very similar argument holds for S2.
To consider S3 we recall that | pn + x(x)\ ^ A(l - x2)~x'2 (see (11.3)). Hence

|SBfc(/i)|á^(l-x2)-'l/2/_11/0)(l-/ri/W)

*> (<o(y)=(l-y2f-1/2).
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T

T:/(x)-(l-x2)-A/2

f
J-i

/(y)(l-y2rA/2(l-y2)A-1/2

dy

satisfies
£

iT^I'd-x2)*-172^^^

|/(x)|p(l-x2)A-1/2

dx

(by Holder's inequality) when (2A + 1)/(A + 1) < p < (2A + 1)/A. Therefore, another application

of Lemma 7 shows (11.5) when j = 3, and concludes the proof

of the theorem.
Remark. It should be noted that a basic step in the proof is the passage from
the Christoffel formula, which involves only the p„'s, to the formula (11.4), which
involves in addition the conjugate polynomials q„. Here we have another instance
of the significance of the notion of conjugacy studied in Chapter I of this paper.
We shall now prove a rather technical corollary to the theorem,
ever, is important for its applications in §12.
Besides the fc-tuple/,,/2,••-,/,.,
considered above, we shall also
respective Poisson integrals fy'r,B), f2fr,B),---,fkir,B).
We select
/c-tuple of r's, ry,r2,---,rk, with 0 z%r¡ < 1, and we let ôj denote
sub-interval of (r», 1), with | d¡ | standing for the length of ôj.

which, how-

deal with the
an arbitrary
an arbitrary

Corollary.
M2

i\Smß,ffirit8))\*\
ft
1

= a; (¿M-^

|//p,0)|2dp)

1/2

2A + 1
<P<
A+ l

2A + 1

Note. The constant A'p may be taken to be iAp)2, where ^4Pis the constant
arising in the theorem.
Let us set F = (/., ■•.,/),

f2(r2,0),-,Airk,8)),

\F\ =(|/1|2

+ -

+ \fk\2)1'2 and Fir,6)

with
\F(r,8)\=(\fy(ry,8)\2

+ - +\fk(rk,6)\2yi2.

We prove first that if (2A + 1)/(A + 1) < p < (2A + 1)/A

(11.8)

IIIHr, 6)| L ÚAP|| |F(0)|||p.

In fact
00

■ '.

(r, 0 ) = I a/Plcos 0) = (1 - r) I S,(0,/) rl.
1=0
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k

|£(r,0)|2=

fe

co

Z |/,O>0)|2= Z tt-rj)

j=l

Z \S¿0Jj)\2r'j,

j=l

1=0

by Schwarz's inequality. Thus if we apply the theorem, we obtain
*

oo

y m-,)
\F(r,e)\\\p *A,\(îil-r,)
\j=l

= A,

.1/2

'Î \f/H\\Ki.
\fj(8)\2r>j

(=0

(i\rm\-

/

1/2

=

Next consider r'j restricted by rj > r}, j ■» 1,—,k.

\m\

Ar

Define

FC, 0)= (fiCu6). /2fó>0),•••,/*«, 0)).
An immediate consequence of (11.8) is the the generalization

(11.9)

|| \F(r,B)\ I, S ¿,||

|£(r',0)|

||p,

r < r',

where r < r' stands for r¡ < r¡, j—l,—,k. (Again (22 +1)/(2 + l)<p < (22 +1)/2.)
(11.9) can then be given the following variant. Let 6j denote a subinterval of
(rj,l); we have

(11.10) || |£(r,0)| \\p<Ap[Z (1/|<5,|) f \fj(p,d)\2dpV .
Lj=i

J ôj

1

p

In fact (11.10) may be proved by breaking the «5,up into sufficiently small intervals, applying (11.9), and then by passing to the limit.
We now come to the proof of (11.7).
The left side of (11.7) is, by the theorem, bounded by
1/2

(¿ |//>/>0)ï

- A,

\F(r,6)\

Apply now (11.10) and we get (11.7) with A'p= (Ap)2.
12. The g-function. We come
development of the analogue of
shall obtain are Lp inequalities
Let f(0) ~ Za„P¿(cos0), and

now to the second auxilliary tool used in the
the Littlewood-Paley theory. The results that we
for the g-function, which is defined as follows.
let f(r, 6) be its Poisson integral,

/(/,0)= Zancos

0).

Then we define

(12.1)

g(0). g(0;/) = ( Ja-r)|/A>, Ö)|2drj*.
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The usefulness of this function will become clearer in the subsequent section.
Suffice it to say that we may regard g as an Abelian analogue of another function which has more immediate application. Our theorem then is

Theorem 8.

(12.2)

\\g(6;f)\\pz%Ap\\f\\p,

Kp<co.

/» 00

(12.3)

//

Jo

/(0)sin2A0d0 = O, then \\f\\p^Ap || g'B; f)\\p,

1< p < oo.

Before we come to the proof of the theorem we shall give an outline of its
ideas.
One proves first the direct inequality (12.2), and then the converse (12.3)
follows from this by a rather standard duality argument. The main difficulty,
therefore, lies in the proof of (12.2). Now

fiir,B) = j"PÁr,B,</>)/(</>)(sin</»)2A
deb.
It is clear that what is needed, among other things,
havior of the differentiated Poisson kernel, Prir,8,eb).
ma 9 below and are in the same spirit as the estimates
Lemma 1 of §4, and the conjugate kernel in Lemma 4
Let us recall the abbreviations used earlier
A = 1 — 2r cos (0 — </>)+ r2

and

are estimates on the beThese are given in Lemfor the Poisson kernel in
of §7.

o = r sin 0 sin cb.

Then our estimates for PTr,0,cb) become, if 1/2 < r < 1,
\Pr(r,6,ch)\

(1Z4)

^

C/AA+ 1,

Pr(r,B,cb) = P;(r,8,cb) + P>,0,

-cb),

where

+ 0[a-A/(0- + A)(l+log+(o-/A))].
It is to be noted that the main term of the asymptotic estimate (12.5),

o~x d

n 8r

m

is, except for the factor o~x, essentially the Pr(r, 8, cb) in the trigonometric case
(A = 0). The asymptotic formula (12.5) will be used when 0 is near cb; and its
main contribution, due to the first theorem, will then be handled by using the
classical result for the g-function.
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When 0 is not near </>,the simpler estimate (12.4) will be sufficient.

Lemma 9.

The estimates (12.4) and (12.5) hold for

P//-, 0, </>) when

l/2gr<l(6).

Proof of lemma. Recall that

P(r,0,<t>)
= (X¡n)(l- r2)[S}ÇtTL dt>
where
D = 1 —2r(cos 0 cos </>+ sin 0 sin c/>cos t) + r2

We notice two useful facts about D

(12.6)

D^A

(A = 1 - 2rcos(0 -</>) + r2).

and

(12.7)

(l-r)\D,\£-D. r

In fact rDr — r2 + 1 = D, and D^(l-r)2,
as can be seen by rewriting
D = (1 - r)2 + 2r[l - cos(0 - </>)]+ 2rsin0sine/>[l - cosí]. Combining these two

gives (12.7).
Differentiating

\nr

in the integral formula for P(r,0,4>) then gives

a -M - Xlr C* sin""1

,

2(2 + 1) „

,. f" | 2>r| . 2X-U J.

When we substitute the estimates (12.6) and (12.7) (taking into account
1/2 ;£ r < 1), we obtain the first conclusion of the lemma, i.e., (12.4).
We write

*M.«-«Lz3
rugíiü-XL^
n
Jo
DX+1
X

r+ ^-fi
r.
n
Jn/2

JO

Call

^.M)_isLzar;-p*.
Then
P(r,0,e/>) = P+(r,0,e/)) + P +(r,0,-i/.).
We shall now prove the estimate (12.5) for Pr+(r, 0, c/>). In fact

(6) When 0 ^ r ^ 1/2 the trivial estimate | Pr(r, 0,e/)) | ^ A will suffice.
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To study the situation further we shall concentrate on the main singularity,
which occurs when 0 is near cb (and t is near zero) in the integrals in (12.8).
Thus we write A* = A + t2r sind sin cb = A + t2o. Since D = A + 2o(l —cosí),

it follows that D = A* + O(ot*). Notice that D, - Ar = 0(ot4).
In this way, we are led to replace systematically D by A*, sin2A_1i
by i2A~\ and Dr by A,. We therefore define P*(r,8,eb) by
««t*

b*/ a ±\
i2A_1
(12.9) P*(r,8,eb)
- _~2Xr ^i"1'2 ^^

j
dt-

X(X + \)(l-r2)Ar

¿L

^r,2t2X-1
_-,

.
dt.

Let us try to determine by how much Pjf(r, 0, (/>)actually differs from Pf+(r, 0, </>)
(see (12.8)). Now by the mean value theorem
[A+2o-(l

-cosí)]-A"1-[A+aí2]"A_1

= 0[A + ot2yx~2otA,

since A ^ 0, o ^ 0 and f ^ 0. In other words
/J)-A_1-(A*)"A"1

= 0(A*)"A_2(Ti4.

Similarly
D"A-2-(A*)"A"2

= 0(A*)~A~V\

Also we should point out that since A = (1 — r)2 + 2r(l — cos(0 — cb)) and

l/2gr<l,

then |(1 - r)Ar\ S 4A.

Let us now define
[• Jt/2
it/2

(12,10)

Ç-f

,v

^

dt.

Considering what has been said above, and after some simple reductions, we
obtain that the difference Pr+(r,0,(/>) —P*(r,0,</>) is bounded by a constant

multiple of
(1 - r)AIx\V + (1 - r)oI2xx^ + (1 - r)o2I2xx+V

(12-U)

+ MñV + Arf#î3 + tfîV + ollïW

By a change of variables

'-•- «-"'A''-—'' j;(T^

«, where
{- fáf.

However,

JoÔT^^ITTî)

B ifv>-l,v-2^<-l;

also
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r(i^di^(i^rri+io8+i]ifv>-i'v-2/ts=-1'
From this we get by straightforward

I2+2~l ~

calculation the following estimates:

0(a~xA~2)(X > 0)(a more precise formis given below),

III? = 0(a-xA-\a+Ayl)
/«+»

=

ft?

= OÍCT^^A-1),

= O^-'-'A-1),

OiaT^A-^o+A)-1)

= 0(o-x-2A~l),

IÏÎV = O(o-\o + A)-*(l + log+(o-/A))).
Therefore we see the total contribution in (12.11) is bounded by a constant
multiple of

(12.12)

cr-*(l - r)A~' +¿^(1

+ log+(ff/A)).

To analyze P*(r,B,(¡>) we need to look at the integrals f2^1 and I2XT2lmore
closely (see (12.9)).
Recall that

,..

„-„!A.„-,^

_j_

dl, where {_ ^'\

But
f*

?

JoÖTT^^i

f00

t"

f°°

f

(JTëy dt~i (T+l^ ifv"^<-i-

From this, and a well-known formula in the theory of the gamma function,

it follows that

-i

,K;._(2*)-V'A-'+0(ô£y
and

«5* - «i +1))"Va-* + o(c-- ^)

.

Combining all the above via the estimate in (12.12) gives us (12.5) and the
lemma is proved.
We come now to the proof of Theorem 8.

Proof of (12.2). Recall that
g(B,f)=

(£(l-r)|/(r,0)|2dry/2,

where
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= I"Prir,8,eb)ficb)ún2xeb deb.
Jo

Thus we have g(fi,f) z%g,(0,/) + g2(0,/) + g3(0,/) + g4(0,/). g,(0,/) is defined like g(6,f), where Pr(r,8,cb) is replaced by P(k\r,8,cb), and
Prl\r,8,<p)

= Pr(r,0,</>)

if

= 0

otherwise ;

0^r^l/2,

Pr2\r, 8, cb) = Pr(r, 0, </>)
= 0

if 1/2 z%r < 0 and 0 z%cbz%(3/4)0,
otherwise;

Pr3)(r,8, eh) = Pr(f, 8, cb)

if 1/2 ^ r < 0 and (4/3)0 £ 4>ú K,

= 0

otherwise;

P(r4\r,8, cb) = Pr(r, 8, cb)

if 1/2 g r < 0 and (3/4)0 < cb< (4/3)0.

We need to prove, therefore, that | gk(8,f) \p ^ ¿p||/||p,
The inequality

k= 1,2,3,4.

|| g¡(8,f) \\p ^ A\\f \\p is trivial since Pl(r,8,eb)

is uniformly

bounded.
To prove the other three inequalities, we notice that it suffices to assume that
/(</>)= 0 when cbefnß,

ti], because Pr(r,8,cb) — Pr(r,n — 8, n — cb) makes

the

consideration of the intervals [0,7t/2] and [7r/2,7i] completely symmetric.
Now by estimate (12.4) of Pr(r,8,cf)), we see that

\Pl2\r,8,cb)\^ C[(l - r)2 + 2r(l - (cos6-eb))YA"> ^ C((l - r2) + d?'^1,
since Oziebzi (3/4)0. Hence
/•l

giW, f)=\

i /»(3/4)9

J1/2

(1 - r)

I Jo

.2

Pi2)(r, 0, «/,)/(</»
)sin2A</»
d</>
'

/■i

= C

dr

r f(3/4>9

J 1/2

(1 -r)[(l-r)2

+ 02]-2A-2

LJo

ip/2

|/(</>)|psin2A(/>d<H

J

02/«+1dr

by Holder's inequality. If we carry out the integration with respect to r we obtain
(•(3/4)8
r /»(3/4)B

-ip/2
-ip

g2i8,f)^ C02/"-2(2A+1>IJo\ficb)\psin2Ap</>
<tyJ
J'lt
(g2(0,/))Psin2A0d0

o

fir
^

C

Jo

i0-'-2Ap+2Ad0

f>(3/4)9
Jo

|/(</>)|psin2Ap</>
d<¿

^ C f/2|/(0)|psin2Ap0d(/»f,p----">+"dep
Jo

J (4/3)9

^ CJV(<p)|"sin2V
d</>,
since /(</>)= 0 on [71/2, rc].
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By very similar arguments one can also prove that

\\g3(d,f)\\pïA\\f\\p.
We now come to the case of g4(0, /). For its study we shall use the asymptotic
estimate (12.5) for Pr(r, 0, </>).We notice that this leads to two terms, one for Pr+
and the other for Pr+(r, 0, —c/>). Again considerations of symmetry reduce the

problem to that of Pr+(r, 0, </>).
So we are led to consider the three functions, 1(0), m(6), and «(0) defined respectively by
r Í*1

/• (4/3)8

J/|_.2,

-12

mY-[L«-*JL^MLrL)w)*PV*]*•
¡- 1

[m(0)]2=

r /■ (4/3)8

(l-r)

-12

(l-r)c7-M"'|/(e/»)|sin2V^

Jl/2

dr

LJ(3/4)8

J

and

w™'=1>-r)[C"-r)(<^))('Mí)) ***<***
'♦]*•
We need to prove that

\\»(0)l= AA\fl
with similar inequalities
(3/4)0^e/>g(4/3)0,O^c/)^7i/2,

for

m and /. Consider
«(0) first. When
we have the simple estimates a~x ^ C9~2X'
a + A ^ C[02 + (1 - rf], A ^ C(0 - c/>)2,and cr ^ C0c/>. Substitute these estimates, integrate with respect to r and use the fact that

J

(l-r)

JJi/a
il (Ö2 + (1 - r)2);

dr = O(0~2).

Then we get

(12.13)

fi^Cfl"1

"(4/3)9
/•(4/3)8

J ^

rr

/

l+log+^^j

JL

\2

"I

j|/(c/,)| de/,.

But then by Holder's inequality
fit

r«

/■(4/3)8

í i- (4/3)8 r

I JL

vJ

P/9

de/,! d0,
where 1 /p + 1 /ej = 1. However,
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Thus
/»n

Jo

/»rt

(n(0))psin2A0d0^C

Jo

/»
(4/3)9
>(4/3)9

02A_1

/»it

\f(eb)\p define

J' (3/4)9
(3/4)9

Jo

\f(cb)|psin2A</>
dep,

since

f(cb) = 0 when cbe \n \2, n\.
We now consider m(0), and therefore we define FIB) by
/»(4/3)8

Fr(0) = (1 - r)

o~xA-l \f(<f>)\sin2A</>
deb.
J (3/4)9

Since o = r sin 0 sin cb, and f(ep) = 0 if cb > n ¡2, we get
/•(4/3)9

Fr(0)(sin 0)2A/P^ C(l-r2)

\

A'1 \f(cb) I(sin </>)2A/p
d</>

J (3/4)9

^ C(l-r2) f A-'l/^Ksin^^d^..
Jo

Thus, by a well-known property of the ordinary Poisson kernel, (1 —r2)/A
we have

P[Fr(0)]psin2A(0)
dBz^Cf \f(eh)p\sin2Xef>dcb,

Jo

Jo

with C independent of r, 0 ^ r< 1.
But
m(0)=(^\l-r)[Fr(0)]2dr)1/2.

Therefore Minkowski's

inequality for integrals and the above shows that

P(m(0))psin2A0d8z%CP|/(r»|psin2A(/> deb.

Jo

Jo

Finally we come to 1(8), and here the argument is somewhat intricate.
Since in our case we always have (3/4)0 ;£ cb ^ (4/3)0, and 0 ;g cb z%%\2 (i.e.
f(cb) = 0 if nß<cbz%n), then we may limit ourselves to 0e[O,(4/3)-;r/2].
Thus we
define the intervals £„ = [(4/3)-7t/2n"1,(4/3)-7t/2"]; hencelj^°=1£„= [0,(4/3)^/2].
The £„'s are the appropriate intervals for the 0 variable. The corresponding
intervals for the cbvariable are gotten by multiplying the right-hand end point

by 4/3 and the left-hand end point by 3/4.

In this way we define

£* = [^/2n"1,(4/3)2-7t/2''].
Notice that while the sets En are essentially nonoverlapping, the sets E* overlap at most twice.
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Now we have

(/(0))2= P (l-r)|Gr(0)|2dr,
Jl/2
1/2

where
/>(4/3)9

Gr(B)=

¿3 //i

o~x ¿
J (3/4)9

_ -2\\

i»(4/3)9

i—--J

°'

\

A

/(</>)sin2A</>
deb=\
/

I(ej>)deb .

J (3/4)9

In view of the above we may write this as
oo

f(4/3)9

G,(Ô)=Ize,(6)
n= l

lE'SiïW)

deb,

J (3/4)9

where Xe denotes the characteristic function of the set E. We should like, however, to replace the above sum by
00

(12.14)

/»

G*iB)= S ZeJA) ,/(</>)deb.
n= 1

J E„

But the difference between Gr(0) and G*(0) is bounded by
00

/»

2 %£„(0)1 | /(</>)
| dtf>,
Il = 1

J En

where

E'„= [nß-1,

(3/4)0] u [(4/3)0,(4/3p -nß"].

From the definitions of the sets £„,£*

and their overlapping character, it

follows that
/»(3/4)9 •»•' IHMBEI /»(8/3)9

IGr(0)- G*(0)| =g2

| /(</»)
| d</>
+2
J(3/8)9

|/(«/.)| d</>.
J(4/3)9

For the range of </>'sappearing in the above it is easy to see that
d_ (il - r2)

or

(y-p-)

= o((02+(i-r)2n.

In effect we are led back to the argument used to estimate n(0) above. By that
argument, we get
/pi

\l/2

(l-r)|Gr(0)-G*(0)|2dr
\Jl/2

r

f(3/4)9

^C0~M
/

/«(8/3)fl

\fi<t>)\deb
+ \

1 J(3/8)9

(See the argument leading to (12.13).)
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Following through as before, we obtain

\(C (l-c-)|Gr(0)-Gr*(0)|2 drp2!
wl/2

/

llp

¿A\\f\\p.

Hence we have reduced everything to proving that

|(p(l-r)|Gr*(0)|2di-y/2U^p||/||p.

(12.15)

Wl/2

/

I1

However, by definition (12.14),

(l-r)|Gr*(0)|2dr V'Y
/ "p

(/:

= ■£ L [r,(1_,,)lL« ff_A¿ (^^)/(#«n2V0
^ C Z 2-n(2A"'
n= l

|2dr]P/2sin^0d0

ÍJ J>-r)!/>>»""*«<«
s^H*]

c/0

since er = ?•sin 0 sin e/>.
Let us now use the classical inequality for the g-function (7), which states in

particular
CT

f1

i f*

c5/Y1 — r2V

i2

~lp/2

Jo J o(1-r) | J/(¿) sin^Z£:(c^)-^-_Jj ^ | drj jo
==C i"|/(e/0(sine/,)A|PZE:(</-)^
= Cf
Jo

Je„

|/(</>)|W 0 dc/,.

Combining this with the above gives us

0.1

, 1/2 p
(l-r)|Gf(0)|2dr

1/2

/

P

oo
ÚC2Z 2~^~^
n=l

¡.
\f(<t>)\psinXp<¡>
dtp
J E„

Ú cV \f(<p)\psin2Xqb
dtp.
Jo

This proves (12.5), and therefore the proof of the direct part of the theorem
(12.2) is complete.
Proof of (12.3). The whole matter here is rather simple and is based on the
following "duality": if jo7,(0)sin2;i0d0 = 0,

(12.16)

| ¡nfx(9)f2(9)sin2X9
dO S 4 Vg(e,fx)g(9,f2)sin2X9dO.
I Jo

Jo

(?) See [26, Chapter 14].
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This holds whenever/^)
and/2(0) are regular enough, and in particular when
fy and f2 have finite expansions.

In fact, let/,(0)~

S„ = 1a„P„(cos0), and /2(0) ~ I„=oft„Pn(cos0).

Set </,,/2> = ¡Zfx(8)f2(8)sin2x8d8.
We then have </i,/2> = -S^iö-ATiT1,
stants. However,

£anb„y;' = 4|)11{ JJl

where y„ are the normalizing

a^yrnV-^djdp

con-

.

This means that

We have set fi(r, 0) = £a„rnP„A(cos0),
a similar notation for f2.
We therefore obtain that

and 3/. /3r = Ina„r"~

^(cosO),

with

l</„/!>|S4jo'(l-r,<f,f>ii,
Applying Fubini's theorem and Schwarz's inequality gives (12.16).

Next, (12.16) extends to the case when/, 6L", 1 < p < oo, }ôfy(8)sin2x8d8 = 0,
and/2eL3,
l/p + l/g = l.
In fact, we already know that the sub-linear mapping f-*g(f)
Lp(and Lq); moreover its sub-linearity implies that

is bounded in

\gif[n))-g(f[m))\Sg(fni-f'ï).
Thus if {/"} is a convergent sequence in the L" norm, so is {g(fy)}. Hence a
passage to the limit shows that (12.16) holds whenever fyeV
and

f2eL\

1/p + I/« - 1, JoVi(0)sin2A0d0
= O.

Finally

||/i||p=

sup

í/1(0)/2(0)sin2A0d0 ^4\\g(8,fy)\\p\\g(8,f2)\\qf¿4Aq\\g(d,fy)\\p,

H/2IUSI Jo

by (12.2). This proves (12.3) and the proof of our theorem is complete.
13. Partial sums analogue of the g-function. The g-function which was studied
in the previous section is intimately connected with the Poisson integral
CO

f(r,8)

(13.1)

=

S akrkPxk(cos8),
CO

f(8) ~ I a,PA(cos0).
lt = 0
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It is, therefore, closely related to the Abel-summability of the expansion in
question. What we need, however, are the analogous facts for ordinary convergence instead of Abel-summability. This is the result obtained in the theorem
of this section ; thus what follows below may be considered as an argument of
Tauberian character. Let us look at the situation more closely. Instead of the
Abel means (13.1), we consider the ordinary partial sums

(13.2)

S„(0) = S„(0,/) = Z akPxk(cos9).
k=0

Similarly in place of f(r, 0) = Hkakrk~1Pkx(cos9), we consider

(13.3)

S'n(9)= S'n(9,f) = Z kakPxk(cos9).
k= l

Moreover, as is familiar, « and r are to be connected by 1 /« = 1 — r.
Therefore, instead of
1/2

g(&)= (|V-r)|/r(>,0)|2dr)
we are led to consider its analogue

(13.4)

g*(9)
= g*(9,f)= ( Z lÄ2ÜV/2 .
\n=l

nó

J

If we recall the argument of the classical Abelian theorem, we are led to expect
an inequality of the form

(13.5)

g(9) ^ cg*(9).

Indeed, we shall see that this is the case. In the converse direction, we cannot
hope for anything as simple as (13.5). However, it will turn out that (13.5) may
be reversed not for individual 0's,butas a whole, in the sense of an L" inequality.
We must add one further reservation to this, which arises because the partial
sums inequalities of §10 are limited to the case when the exponent p
satisfies (22 + 1) ¡(X + 1) < p < (22 + 1)/ 2. For this reason we may expect the

result

(13.6)

||g*(0)||p^ Ap\\g(6)\\p, -^±1<p<2Jl±1.

We formulate the above as a theorem.

Theorem 9. The inequalities (13.5) and (13.6) hold.
We prove (13.5) first.
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and S„'(0)= Ilnk= xkakPxk(cos9), it follows

fr{r,9) = (l-r)îsk(9)rk-i.
k= l

By Schwarz's inequality
(oo

\

°°

/

fc=l

Z |sí(6)|V-M Z i-*-1

k=i
oo

= (l-r)

Z \S'k{9)\V~\

Hence

f(l-r)|/,(r,0)|2dr<;C

Jo

Z l^

t =i

*

because

pd-ov-1,

Jo

dr « l//r\

This proves (13.5).
The inequality (13.6) lies deeper, because unlike (13.5) it makes use of Theorem 7
on partial sums, more particularly its corollary. In proving (13.6) we follow the
argument in [26, Chapter 15] closely.
We have

S'n{9)= Z kakPxk(cos9)= Z fca/_1P¿(cos0>1_*.
*= i

*r= i

Sum the last expression by parts, set r — r„ = 1 — 1 ¡n, and use Schwarz's inequality. This gives
n-l

s;,(0)|2 è A\n-1 lzZ |s¿(0,/„)|2 + |s;(0,/„)|2 ,
*= 1

where/, =/(/„, 0), rn= 1 - 1/n.
But

g*iO)= £ |s"(e)|2
*= i

Ú a\Ï

U =l

"3

n "4 "l\S'k(9,f„)\7+ Z Ji^Jl]
k= l

n=l

"

I

= Gl(0)+ G2(0)

If we apply the corollary to Theorem 7 (see §11) we obtain
{oo

n—1

IiT'ZK1!

n= l

*= 1

r»

J in

\l/2

\fr(r,e)\2dr\

where ô„ = (rR,r„+x), and (22 + l)/(2 + 1) < p < (22 + l)/2.
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But \ön\ = rn+l - r„= l/(n + 1) - l/n = l/n(n + 1) ^ l/(n + l)2. Hence,

In-'f

l|Gi(0)LèAp

n= l

Jô„

|/,(r,fl)|2dr)'
!

(J\l-r)\fr(r,e)\2dry>

ÍAP

= AP\\g\\p.

Similarly for G2(0).
This proves (13.6) and hence the theorem.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence
and Theorem 8 in the previous section.

Corollary
||«f*(ö»/)L

of the above theorem

1. // (2A + 1)/(A + 1) < p < (2A + 1)/A, then \\f(8) \\p and
are equivalent

norms for

the class of functions

normalized

by

Jo/(0)sin2A0d0 = O.
Another corollary that can be deduced is in effect a generalization of the theorem.
Let v1,v2,.-.,v„,...
be a series of positive constants satisfying

I

(13.7)

vtá Mn

for all n and some constant M.

Instead of (g*(0))2, as defined by (13.4), form the series

I \s'M\-

(13.8)

v„

n= l

Corollary

2.
\S'n(8)\:

1/2

= ApM\\f\\p,

2A + 1
<P<
A+ 1

2X + I

The constant Ap does not depend on the sequence {vk} or f.

The proof is sufficiently similar to that of the theorem so that we shall omit

it. See also [26, Chapter 15].
As a special case we can take
„3

v„ =

(n + l)2

= 0

ifn = 2\
otherwise.

Then since (n + l)[S„(6) - o„(B)~\= S'„(6), where o,,(8) are the Cesàro

(13.8) becomes
I

\Sk2(8)-

ok(6)\
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14. Multiplier theorem and behavior of lacunary partial sums. We come now
to the main results of this part, which we formulate as two separate theorems.
The first is an extension of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem and includes
the Littlewood-Paley theorem of decomposition into dyadic blocks. It may be
formulated as follows:
Let p0,py,...,p„,.-.
be a sequence of constants (multipliers) and consider the
linear transformation T, defined at least formally by
CO

(14.1)

Tf~

CO

S a„t/„PA(cos0) whenever / ~ I a„PA(cos0).
n= 1

n= 1

What is required are conditions on the sequence {p„} which will guarantee that
the transformation
T is well defined and is continuous on Lp, that is

Tfl*A\

'I'-

ll is easy to see that when p = 2, a necessary and sufficient condition of the
sequence is the existence of a constant M, so that

(i)

\pn\ S M

for all n.

We consider, in addition to this, the condition
n

(ii)

£ fc|/i*-ju*+1|

á Mn

for all n.

The result is then
Theorem 10. Suppose the sequence {/(„} satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii)
above. Then the transformation
T, defined by (14.1) on all polynomials satisfies

(14.2)

¡Tfi, ¿ArMlfl,

^

< P < ^.

Thus T has a unique extension to ail of L", which again satisfies (14.1) and

(14.2).
Remark.
condition

It should be noticed that the condition (ii) is equivalent with the
2n+ 1

(ii')

£

\uk-uk

+ x\ 1%M'

for all n.

k = 2"

This second form is the way such conditions are usually stated.
Proof. The main difficulty is the proof of inequality (14.2) for polynomials.
The rest follows with easily managed technicalities. We begin by making the
trivial simplifying assumption that a0 = 0.
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Let us set £ = Tf. Then in view of Corollary 1 of Theorem 9, it is enough
to prove

(14.3)

|| g*(0,£)||p S A'PMI/I,.

"jti

< p < ?*+i.

Now

S'n(9,F) = Z akkpkPxk(cos9)= Z S'k(d,f)[pk - Ä+1] + S'n(9,f)pn.
k= l

fc= 1

Therefore by Schwarz's inequality, and conditions (i) and (ii)

|s;,(0,p)|2 ^ 2M« "z\s'k(9,f)\2 ^Sr-J
fc= l

+ 2m|s;(0,/)|2.

K

Finally then,

ig*{9,F))2
= Z I«I!,MÎÏ
„=i

w3

&Zfc+
\»-i

£ 1^'/)|2\

«3

«=i

"3

/

where A is an absolute constant and v„ = « \p„ — pn+x |.
Thus {v„} satisfies the condition (13.7) and Theorem 9 and its second corollary

then show that

||g*(0,£)12g Vf |/||p.
The extension to the case where/ is an arbitrary IF function follows by straightforward limiting arguments.
That the usual decomposition theorem into dyadic blocks is contained in
Theorem 10 can be seen as follows. For this we apply standard arguments related to the Rademacher functions e/>0(r), e/>,(r),•••,(/>„(£),••• defined on (0,1).
These functions are orthonormal and independent, and take on only the values
+ 1. For each re(0,1) define the linear operator Tt by
oo

T,f~

lUt)
n=0

Then the sequence of multipliers

2"+1

Z a,P£(cos0).
4 = 2»

w„, so obtained,

satisfy the conditions (i)

and (ii) with M = 1.
Hence we have || T,/||p ^ /lp||/||p.
T2 = I, we then have

If we assume that a0 = 0, and notice that

A;l\\f\\pï\\Ttf\\pïAp\\f\\p,24H<p< 2±r~ ■
If we integrate this with respect to t, we get (see [26, Chapter 15], for similar
arguments)
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A'p-i\\f\\pz%\\A(f)\\p^A'p\
where
co

2" + '-l

2

A(/)2 =11

atPA(cos0) .

n=0

k=2"

We come now to the second result which deals with lacunary partial sums.
In fact let ny,n2,-..,nk,-..
be a lacunary sequence of positive integers, corresponding to Hadamard gaps, and described by the following condition: There
exists a o > 1, so that nk+ l \nk ^ o > 1. The extension of the Littlewood-Paley
theorem for the trigonometric case is then as follows.

Theorem 11. Let f(8)eL", (2X+ 1)/(A+ 1) < p < (2A+ 1)/A. Then
(i)
(ii)

\\supk\Snk(8,f)\ ||p ^,|/||„
limk-,aoSnk(8,f)) =/(0),
almost everywhere and in the L"-norm.

Proof. The key conclusion is (i); (ii) follows from it by straightforward arguments. In proving (i) we first deduce a maximal inequality for Cesàro means.

Thus let on(8) = on(8,f) = (n + iy1(S0(8,f) + - + SJ8J)).
that

(14.4)

sup|<r„(0,/)

We shall prove

2A+ 1
v-r-<P<
A+ l

p-^Apf,„
""""

2A+ 1

In fact, we shall deduce (14.4) from its Abelian analogue, Theorem 2(d), in §6;
the Tauberian condition will turn out to be, in effect, (13.6).
Let us temporarily use the following notation: S¿°=ous will De a numerical
series, and we shall set
n

S„ =

I

n

uk,

CO

o„ = (n + I)'1 S Sk,

k=0

/(r)=

k=0

I

ukrk.

k= 0

Ultimately we shall make uk = akPxicos8), and therefore S„ will be S„(0,/),

f(r)=fir,B),-,

etc.

We shall also have need of the expression

(14.5)

t=

( £ik

+ l)\ok-ok_y\2)

\ k=0

,

<7_,=0.

I

By summation by parts we have

/(/•)=

S ukrk = il-r)

S Skrk=il-r)2

E ok(k + l)r\

If we apply differences to the <rkand sum by parts again we get
CO

/(r) = (l-r)E

oo

(ok-ok+x)(k

+ l)rk+

I

(ok-ok^)rk
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Therefore
oo

n

fir) - a„ = (1 - r) Z (ok - ok_x)(k + l)rk + Z (ak - ok.x)(rk + i - 1)
k=0

+

k=0

fc+!

Z (<rk-<rk-i)

By Schwarz's inequality, the fact that 1 - rk+i g (k + 2)(1 -r)
it follows that
C

/

oo

,1/2

/

n ,,

T\2\l/2

(O^r^l),

œ

l/W-„,|St(<,-r)(E»+.>")
♦a-.)(i/Bf)+.£.tït)

„2k+2vl/2,

j.

If we set r = 1 - 1 /«, the terms within the brackets are all bounded. Hence
sup | a„ | =

sup

|/(r)|

+ Ax.

OSr<l

If we particularize to uk = akPÍ(cos6), we get
{oo

\ 1/2

Z (k + l)\ok(9,f)-crk.x(9,f)\2\
k= 0

,
I

where f(r, 9) is the Poisson integral of f(9),
00

fir, 6) = Z a/Pi(cos0).
k=0

Next we notice that <r„(9,f) - on.x(B,f)
CO

= (n(n + 1))_1S;,(0,/).

Therefore

00

Z (k + l)\ok(B,f)-ck_x(9,f)\2=
*=i

Z /^(/c-Vl)-1!^,/)!2^^,/))2.
t=i

Since we have taken a0 = 0, then er0 = 0, and therefore

sup | <t„(0,/)| ^
n

sup ¡fir, 0) | + Ag*(B,f).
0%r<l

A combination of Theorem 2(d) of( §6) and Corollary 1 to Theorem 9 (in §13
then gives (14.4).
Next

sup | S„k(9,f) | g sup | a„k(9,f) | + sup | S„k(9,f) - ank(9,f) \.
nit

nk

nk

Thus
/

(14.6) sup | Snk(8,f) | ^ sup | a„k(8,f) | +
nt

nk

\1/2

Z \S„k(9,f) - c„k(B,f)|2
\

nk
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However once the fixed lacunary sequence {nk} has been chosen then we have

(14.7)

\\(l\Snk(8,f)-o„lr(8,f)\2\'2\

SAp\\f(8)\\p.

In fact the special case of (14.7) is then nk = 2k, obtained in the remarks following Corollary 2 to Theorem 9. The general case of {nk} considered is then
treated in exactly the same way.
(14.4), (14.5) and (14.7) immediately imply conclusion (i) of the theorem. As
we have stated before, (ii) then follows from (i) by well-known arguments.

Chapter

III

15. Convolution structure and fractional integration. Up to the present our
main emphasis has been to associate to each development its appropriate "harmonic" (and "conjugate harmonic") functions. This is seen most explicitly in
Chapter I (§§2-9); to a large degree this is also the case for Chapter II, in view
of the definition of the g-function which plays a key role there.
We now shift our point of view and study a convolution structure naturally
associated with ultraspherical (and many other) expansions. Such convolution
structures have been studied for some time by several authors, but the more
precise knowledge in the case of ultraspherical developments appears first in

Bochner [4].
We begin first by giving a definition of a convolution structure, and then proving a general theorem of "fractional integration" for such a structure, and
finally we shall apply this in the case of ultraspherical expansions.
The resulting theorem can be stated as follows:
Theorem

12.

Define the operator

f~

lx,0<a,

as follows:

If

I a„PA(cos0),

««=o

then

Ix(f)~

I

n-*a„PA(cos0).

n=l

Then

\\lx(f)\\reArJf\¡p
whenever

I < p < co, 1 < r < oo, and l/r=l/p

— a /(2A + 1).

We must study first, however, some general properties of convolution structures.
Let M be a measure space with measure dm. We define the Lp-spaces and
their norms, || • ||,, in the usual fashion. We say we have a convolution structure
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on M if we have a bilinear mapping of L1 x L1 to L1 given by (/, g) ->/*g,
which satisfies the following properties:

(i)

\\f*s||i ==1/llilMli,

(2)

||/*g||œ Ú ||/||i|UI|oo, if gellnL™,

(3)

||/*g||œ =S ||/lU 1g||i,

if/eL'HL00.

It should be noted that we have not assumed that/*g = g*f—that is, we shall
not need commutativity of the convolution product. An example of the above
structure is the usual convolution on any locally compact (unimodular) group—
and more generally on various homogeneous spaces of such groups.
We observe first Young's inequality for convolution structures, which we state
as a lemma.

Lemma 10. Let 1 ;£ p, q, r ^ oo, with 1 \r = 1 \q + 1 \p - 1. Then
(15.1)

||/*g||r=S

||/|p|s|,

if
feLlC\Lp

and

geL1 r\Lg.

Proof. It suffices to prove (15.1) when both / and g are simple functions
(that is, finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of sets of finite
measure). From this special case the more general one stated then follows by
a simple limiting argument. In fact, once (15.1) has been proved a similar argument shows that the convolution has a natural (unique) extension to a bilinear
mapping on all of L" x Lq to Lr, satisfying (15.1), whenever p, q, and r satisfy the conditions of the lemma.
However (15.1), for simple functions, follows in a straightforward fashion
from a two-fold application of the bilinear Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem
in conjunction with conditions (1), (2) and (3) above. (See Zygmund [26, Vol. II,

p. 106].)
We come now to fractional integration. It was observed by R. O'Neil that
the classical (Euclidean «-space) fractional integration theorem can be restated
as an inequality like (15.1), but where the L9-norm of g is replaced by a weaker
norm—the so-called "weak-type" norm.
For our purposes, the weak-type norm of exponent q, | • || *, can be defined

as follows

\\g\xE dm

a5-2)

IMIÎ= s»p
•:n¡—ii—•
e
IIy.Eii?'

The sup is taken over all sets £ of finite positive measure, Xe denoting the
characteristic function of the set £, and q' denoting the conjugate exponent

to q, llq' +llq = l.
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We observe that

II
II6ell||<p
Ilsell*
II« <
= Il
and

|| • ||* has the properties

of a norm:

|| cxgx + c2g2 |* ^ | cx \ \\gx ¡*

+ |c2| || 82 ||*i f°r constants ct and c2; and |g|* = 0, only if g = 0. It should
also be noted that || g ||* = || g ||8, when q = 1 or oo ; and for all q, 1 ^ q z%oo ,
when gis the characteristic function of a set. In general, however, ||g||* is
smaller than \\g\\qWith those definitions we can now state the theorem of fractional integration
for convolution structures(8).

Theorem 13(9).
(15.3)

if I <p,q,r<

||/*g||r^pj/||p||g||*

co and 1/r = l/<j + 1/p-l.

Proof. Let us fix g with |g|* = 1, and consider the linear transformation
T:/-»/*g.
We remark first that T(f) is a well-defined function (in the space
Lp + L°°). In fact write g = g1 + gy, where g1 = g if |g| > 1 and g1 = 0 otherwise; gy = g if |g| ^ 1, gi =0 otherwise. Notice first that g1eL1; also the
conditions on p,q,r imply that g < p', (1/p + 1/p' = 1). From this it is easily

follows that gyeL"'. Now Tf = f*g will be defined Tf=T1f+T1f where
Tyf*gy =f*gi, Tlf-f*g1. Then TyfeL? , and T'feL p(by Lemma 10). It is
to be noted that the definition of Tf actually does not depend on the particular
splitting used of g into a function of L1 and Lp' .
In proving (15.3) we shall prove first the weaker statement

(15.4)

||T/||*^pJ/||p

(Tf=f*g)

with 1 < p, q, r < oo and 1 ¡r = 1 ¡p + 1 ¡q - 1.
To do this we shall repeat in a more precise way the argument which showed
that Tf was well defined, paying attention to the all-important details.

Thus we write T/= Txf+ Txf=f*ga +f*gx, where g' = g if |g| > a, while
gx = g if | g 11%a. a is positive and will be fixed momentarily.
We begin by computing || g* \\y and |gj,..
However,
|| gx\\y = J"E |g|dx
z%(m(E")f-llq, where E" = {x | | g(x) | > a}, since || g ||* g 1. But a < | g(x) \ on

E"; and thus
am(E") <

Í |g|dx^m(£a)1"1/«.

(8) In the case of ordinary convolution on a group the theorem was first proved by O'Neil.
See his paper [12].
(9) The precise meaning of f*g is discussed in the proof of the theorem.
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Combining the extreme terms given m(E*) ¡g a.~q, and therefore

(15.5)

li'iis«-«*1

ifiki:=i-

Next, if X(ß)= m(Eß), then

||*J£= - {' ß"'dX(ß)= p'['ßp'-iX(ß) dß.
Jo

We have already

Jo

seen that m(E")^aT9

for all a>0;

hence X(ß)^ß~q

This gives

\\g«t=p'Jorß»'-i-<dß=~x-up-'>.
p —q
Finally
(15.6)

\\ga\\,

è (-—-)

M*1'91*' = ca i~'"P'-

Now

jE \T*f\dx£

\\Tj\\p(,n(E)y-l'p = \\f*gx\\p(m(E)Y-1>p
á

||/||p||^||im(£),-1/p

|/||pa-"m(£)1-1'p,

by (15.5) and Lemma 10 again.
Now choose <xby setting
a-« + 1m(£)1~1/P

= a1-?/p'm(£).

This determines a as a-" = m(E) and gives
a-«+1m(£)1-1/p

= v}-q,p'm(E)

=

míE)1-1^,

where 1 ¡r —1 \p + 1 lq —1.
Hence we have

(\Tf\dx£

f \Tj\dx + f I r./| dx

Je

Je

ú

Je

(c+ iH^)1"1"!/!,-

If we take the sup over the sets £ we obtain

||T/||^(c

+ l)||/||p,

and this is (15.3).
Let us now interpret the condition |g||* =i A, for a general function g. In
order to do this consider the distribution function 2 of | g |. That is,
2(a) = m(E") = m{x : \ g(x) | > a}.
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Now

aA(«) ^ f

\g\dmz% AmiE'f ~1/r = A(X(a)f ~1/r.

J£r

Therefore,

A(a) ^ Xra_r, 0 < a < oo.

This shows that the inequality (15.3) implies

(15.7)

wi{jc:|r/|>g}

Ú {Ap-"-^^\

, \<p,q,

r<co, 1/r = 1/p + 1/g-1.

For fixed p,q,r, (15.4) is exactly the statement that the mapping/-» Tf is of
weak type (p,r), in the sense of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem; see

[26, Vol. II, p. Ill].

Applying this theorem then gives

||T/||r = ¡f*g\\, Ú A'pJf\\p, l<p,q,r<co,llr=llp+llq-l.
Finally, if we drop the normalization || g ||* = 1, we get (15.2) and the theorem.
We now come to the convolution structure associated with ultraspherical
expansions.
It will be convenient to change our notation slightly by renormalizing the
ultraspherical polynomials and the underlying measure of our space. We fix
A>0, throughout the discussion.

Thus set P*(cosO) = PA(cos0)/PA(l), and hence P*(l) = 1. We shall also set
ll/ll p= (c"1 j2|/(0)|psin2A-10 d0)1/p,where cx = ^sin2x~l8 d0. The normalizing
constants p„ are defined by
0-i
Pn

_ |||| rn
p*|| || 2 •
—

Thus
Pn =

A + n T(n + 2A)
A
n!T(2A)

(see [4, p. 25]). If/(0) ~ Ia„PA(cos0) we also set

/(0)~Sa*pnP*(cos0).

We now define f*g by

(15.8)

(/*g)(0)= c;2 f* Í "fiftgiil,)sin^-^sin^-'í dcbdt,
Jo Jo

where
cos cb = cos 0 cos cb + sin 0 sin cbcos t.
The crucial properties of this convolution product are two-fold.

(15.9)

(15.10)

|/*.?|^|/|*U|-

p?*p:~

aT'WÎ-
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The first is obvious, and the second is in [4, p. 29].

From (15.10) it follows that if
(15.11)

/ ~Z

a*nPnP*n and

g~ Z b^P;

then
f*g ~ Z a*c,*pnP*
which is the multiplicative property of convolutions. From (15.9), (15.10), and
(15.11) it follows easily that/*g
= g*f, and since /*1 = \\f\\i ¿i ||/||oo we get

|/*f|.-|f/|.á|/Mf|„.
Also iff and g are non-negative

l|y*«-|li=^_1 Jo¡\f*g)(9)sin2X-19d9= \\flWg\U.
Thus, in general,

|/*f|iá|/|i|flf
We have therefore verified the basic properties of the convolution structure.
We now come to the proof of Theorem 12 stated earlier in this section. It can
be restated as follows:

If
CO

/-

Z a>„P*(cos0)
n=0

and
00

/.(/)

~ Z anVn«-aPn*(cos0)
ii= i

then

|| Ix(f)\\r^ArJf\\p,
whenever

1 < p < oo, 1 < r < co and

l\r = 1/p —a/(22 + 1).

However,

Ix(f)=f*Kx,
where
CO

Ka(9) ~ Z «-V„P„*(cos0).
n= l

Therefore, in view of Theorem 13, it suffices to prove that

|| K. ||* Û AqA< oo for 1 \q - 1 = - a/(22 + 1),
where|| • || *is the weak-type norm.
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Let us set x = cos0, and Kx(8) = kx(x). Then as is known, (see [4, p. 25]),
1 — r2

°°

Thus

We break up this integral into two parts: from 0 to 1 ß and 1 \2 to 1. We notice
without difficulty that the first integral is uniformly bounded in x. We now consider the second integral, dropping first the factor F(a)-1, and then the constant
j7/2(logl/r)'"-1r-1dr.
What remains is bounded by a constant multiple of

(m2)

Sia-L

+r^1-^

dr.

We remark that here we may assume that say 3 /4 _ x < 1, since in the interval — 1 ;£ x ^ 3/4 this integral is uniformly bounded. We now decompose the
integral in (15.12) as a sum of an integral where (1 — r)2 ^ 1 — x, and another
where (1 — r)2 < 1 —x.

Now,
l-2rx

+ r2 = (l-

r)2 + 2r(l - x).

Thus
(1 - 2rx + r2)x+1 £ (1 - r)2A+ 2 when (1 - r)2 ^ (1 - x)

and
(l-2rx+r2)A+1^(l-x)A+1

when (1 - r)2 < (1 - x) (r 7*1/2).

Combining the above we see that (15.12) is majorized by twice
í-(i-i)1'2

I

pi

il-r)*-2X-2

dr+il-x)-'-1

\

J1/2

(T-r)"dr.

Jl-(l-x)1'2

Altogether, this is bounded by 4(1 - x)"/2_A"1/2. Thus
\kx(x)\=\Kx(cos8)\^A(l-xyl2-x-1/2+Az%A'(l-xy'2-x-U2

= A(sindßy-2X-1:

since a < 2A + 1, x = cos 0.
Finally it suffices to show that

||(sin0/2)-^-l||;<co,

1-1/«=

a

2T+T

or what is the same
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Í (sin0/2)«-2A-1-

21
sin2X9
d9

sup-T7-\ï=ï7ï

<

E

Since a - 22 - 1 < 0, the function (sin 0/2)a 2X ' is decreasing
Thus the above supremum is equal to

f (sinO^-^sin2^
sup

[June

on (0,7r).

d9

¿2-.

<><<** (Jjsin2^)1^
But the last quotient is bounded by constant x sup /*/ /i2A+1>fl-*/*>_
However, a/(22 + 1) = 1 — 1/a, which proves the assertion, and hence the
theorem.
16. Fourier-Bessel transforms (Hankel transforms). We shall now discuss the
analogue of our study of ultraspherical expansions which leads to Bessel function
and the Fourier-Bessel (or Hankel) transforms.
The wide-ranging analogy between (discrete) ultraspherical expansions and
(continuous) Fourier-Bessel expansions will be used in what follows below. The
analogy holds not only for the statements of the theorems but carries over also
to the details of their proofs. Two slight qualifications must be added to this
assertion. First, various formulae and estimates take a somewhat simpler form
in the Fourier-Bessel case than the ultraspherical case. Second, the ultraspherical
case, as opposed to the Fourier-Bessel transform case, deals with a compact domain
as contrasted to a noncompact domain. Thus certain additional arguments are
needed in problems of "harmonic majorization" (see Lemma 11 below).
However, in the main, the analogy between these two cases is so close that
it is not necessary to duplicate most of the proofs in the second case. For this
reason, and to save space, our discussion will be brief, omitting proofs in every
case (except for Lemma 11).
Our starting point is, as indicated in the Introduction, functions in Euclidean
«-space which are radial. Thus let y = (yx, ■■-,y„)e£„, and let f(y) =f(yx, ••-,>'„)
be a radial function, i.e., f(y) =f(y), where y = |y\ = (y\ + ••• + y2)1'2.
Consider the Fourier transform of such a function

r(l)

= (2ny!2[

J£„

f(y)e'^dy.

Then

f(9=j™Vln_2)/2(t:y)f(y)y'-i
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and
Va(t)

= t-"ja(t).

(See [5, Chapter II].)
If ü(x,y) is the harmonic function in x > 0, with boundary values f(y) (when
x = 0), then this Poisson integral is given by

ü(x,y) = u(x,y) = I* f*VpriH&y\f(Q?~l
Jo

dt

f* CO

Jo

P(x,y,z)f(z)z"-1

dz,

with
P(x,v,z) = (yz)-("-2W2Jo e-%_2)/2(^)J(„_2)/2(^

d{.

Also u(x,y) satisfies the radial "Laplace equation"
d2u
dx2

d2u
dy2

n - 1 du _
y
ôy

Incidentally, the Plancherel formula in this case becomes
/»OO

Jo

/«OO

\m\2r1

dl; =

Jo

I/OOI2/-1 dy.

We now set n — 1 = 2A, and we pass by analogy from half-integral A to general
positive A. In general, we have

(16.1)

u(x,y) = ^P(x,y,z)f(z)z2x

dz,

where

(16.1')

P(x,y,z)= (yzyx-1/2fV^^O^-i^X

«•

Jo

i/(x,y) now satisfies the equation

(I")

d2u

d2u

2X du

^3
dx2 + ^1
dy2 + -^
y dy = 0-

All our Lp-spaces will be taken with respect to the measure y2Xdy, so that

a CO\ñy)\py2Xdy) \ i/p
1/p
.
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In this way the mapping
/■ 00

(16.3)

/0>W(0

=

Jo

Vx-i/2(Çy)f(y)y2X
dy

becomes a unitary transformation on L2. (See [19, Chapter 8].)
u(x,y) can be re-expressed in terms of this transformation:
u(x,y)

= ¡œe-x%.x.2(^y)f(^2X
Jo

dÇ.

We return to the Poisson kernel P(x,y,z), and its conjugate Q(x,y,z) (to be
defined later), and find explicit expressions for these.
For this purpose we consider the formula of Weinstein [23]

<t>b(x,y)= Sp_,

f (b2 + x2 + y2 - 2by cos a)"p/2(sina)p-1

da

/» CO

= Cqb-qy-q

Jo

e'^Jq(yt)Jq(bt) dt

with
Sp--\ = 7r1/2r(p/2)(r(^tijj

*,

c, - 22T2(a + l)(T(2a + l))"1,

and p = 2q + 1. 4>b(x,y) also satisfies the "Laplace equation" (16.2) with p = 22.
By differentiating with respect to x we get
(16.4)

P(x,y,b)

= —\
(b2 + x2 + y2-2by
71 Jo

cos a)'2'1

(sin a)22'1

da.

Since we have P(x,y,b) =— C"1 ô(<f>b(x,y))ldx, and </>satisfies (16.2), its
conjugate should be given by C~l d((j>b(x,y))¡dy.
We thus define Q(x,y,b) by Q(x,y,b) = C"1 d(<$>b)¡dy,
and we get
fl 00

(16.5)

Q(x,y,b)=-(by)x-1/2jQ

e-x1Jx+x/2(yt)Jx.x,2(bt)t

dt

and
«*,a
(16.5')
'

«/
.a
Q(x,y,b)=-?
'

1X r

(y-bcosa)
■ (sina)™-1
a _,_ 2 J1,-^ttt

7i Jo (o2 + x2 + y2 —2by cos a)A+1

J
da.

For an arbitrary / (say feLp(y2Xdy)), we have defined its Poisson integral
u(x,y) by (16.1) and u satisfies (16.2). Define the conjugate v(x,y) to u(x,y) by

v(x,y) = y2XV(x,y)= j;2* P' Q(x,y,z)f(z)zUdz.
Jo
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Then it follows that u and v satisfy the "Cauchy-Riemann"
(16.6)

vy = y2Xux,

or if Uix,y)=uix,y),

F(x,y) = y~2Ai<x,y),

(16.6')

Vx+ Uy = 0,

equations:

vx=-y2Xuy,

2X

Ux-Vy-V=0.

We therefore see that the notion of conjugacy given by (16.6) and naturally
associated to the Fourier-Bessel transform (16.3) is the same as the notion of conjugacy studied earlier and associated to ultraspherical expansions.
What distinguishes these cases are the domains of the (xy)-plane under consideration. In the ultraspherical case we had the upper semi-disc x2 + y2 < 1, y > 0
and since t/(x,y) was even in y and F(x,y) was odd in y, we ultimately con-

sidered the whole disc.
In the present case the domain is initially the quarter-plane x > 0, y > 0 ;
again because the Í7(x,y) and V{x,y) which arise are respectively even and odd
in y we extend consideration to the whole half-plane x > 0. In the case of FourierBessel series considered briefly in §18 below the domain becomes the half-strip
0 z%x,0^yz^\;
and then because of evenness the doubled strip O^x,—l^y^l.
We shall now briefly indicate how the results of §§3 to 15 can be reformulated
and proved in variants appropriate for this setting(10).
(a) Coming first to the maximum principle (Theorem 1 in §3), we see that
in view of (16.2) and what has been said above, this theorem is equally applicable
to the present case. However, in the present case the domains in question are
not bounded. It will be necessary, therefore, to supplement Theorem 1 with an
additional lemma and its corollary.
Lemma 11. Suppose (1) t»(x,y) is continuous in 0 = x < oo, —oo < y < oo,
and even in y.
(2) In the region where w(x,y)>0,
u is of class C2 and satisfies
d2u¡dx2 + d2u¡dy2 + 2Xy~ldu¡dy^0,
there.

(3) u(0,y) = 0.
(4)

For some p, 1 ^ p < oo,
/»OO

sup
0<x<oo

Conclusion:

|u(x,y)|py2A

dyz%M<

oo.

J 0

w(x,y)^0.

Corollary.
// in addition d2y¡dx2 +d2y¡dy2 +2Xy~1du¡dy = 0 everywhere
then uix,y) = 0.
(io) Recall that we always have A ^ 0.
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Proof.

Fix 0<p<oo,

and define/p(0)

10|á 9 ¡2 , and fp(9)= -fp(n-B),
continuous, since/(+

[June

by /p(0) = | u (p cos 9, psin0)|

for (n ¡2)^8^

for

3ti¡2. Then /p(0) is

n¡2) = 0. Now

I f\f(e)\"(s'in()fXdeP2X+ldP=ï
ff \u(x,y)\py2x
dydxûMR,
because of condition (4).

Thus if J(p)= JS|/,(0)|p(sin0)2;idB, then JóV(p)p2A+1
dp S MR, and hence
liminfp-<00J(p)p2A+1 ^ M. In particular, there exists a subsequence Pi,p2,
••• ,pn , -,Pn -* co , so that J(Pn) = ÍS|/p„(0)|p(sin0)2A d0-*O.
Let now hp(x. y) be the Poisson integral (for the disc x2 + y2 ^ p2) of /p(0)

in the sense of §§2-4. That is,
hp(x,y) = f

P(r/p,0,e/,)/p(</,)(sine/,)2Ade/,

(x = rcosB,y

= rsinB).

Then we observe that hp(x,y) is continuous in x2 + y2 S P2, even
odd in x, the latter because of the "oddness" off. Thus hp(0,y) = 0.
hp(x,y) satisfies the equation (16.2) and majorizes u(x,y) on the
x2 + y2=p2,
x^O, and also when x = 0. Thus by the maximum

in y, and
Moreover
half-circle
principle

(Theorem 1)
u(x, y) ^ hp(x, y)

whenever x2 + y2 ^ p2,

x ^ 0.

We now restrict the p's to our sequence p„ -> co. Since |S|/Pn(0) ¡'"(sino) 2xd9^0,
it follows easily that for each fixed (x,y), hPn(x,y)-*0. This proves the lemma.
The corollary is an immediate consequence,
(b) The analogue of Lemma 1 are the estimates
-i
cx(yz)
P(x,t,z) <
x2 + (y-z)2'

P(x,y,z) Ú

ex

(x2 +(y- zfy+î

where P is given by (16.1') (or (16.4)).
(c) For feLp(y2Xdy),

the maximal function/*

is defined by

ry+n

f*(y) = sup
Oáy + A

z2x dz
I 1/001

r

-J>-

j "*_2A

z2Xdz

The obvious form of Lemma 2 holds for this variant of/*,
supj-l uLx,}')! g cf*(y), where u is given by (16.1).
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(d) Theorems 2, 3, 3', and Corollary 2 (in §6) have their obvious analogues
in this context. As an example of this we state

Analogue
x>0,y>0;

of Theorem 3. Let u(x,y) satisfy (16.2) in the quarter-plane
then w(x,y) is the Poisson integral (16.1) of an feLp<y2Xdy),
1 < p < oo, ;/ and only if u(x,y) is regular and even in y in the half-plane
x > 0, and sup;t<0 Jo°|"(x,y)|py2A dy<oo .
The proof of this theorem is almost identical with that of Theorem 3, except
that we need to appeal to the corollary of Lemma 11 of this section.
(e) For the conjugate kernel Q'x,y,z) (given by (16.5)) we have the following
estimates:

ß(x,y,z)

= Oif2'-1),

if y^z/2,

= Oiz-2X~%

if

z^y/2,

«*.*-) - cM-' - 1^~?*

»(>•-"-'(>♦>tf(£I))).
if y/2 ^ z = 2y.

(f)

The analogue of Theorem 4 (part (a)) is the statement
/

sup

,i/p

/»CO

0<x \Jo

, 1/p

I F(x,y)|py2A dy)

/»GO

Í Ap\

I

Jo

|/(y)p| y2A dy1'",

1< p

< 00,

with V defined by F(x,y) = /"Ofoy.-O/i2)»*" dz.
(g)

Going back to formula (16.5) for Q and letting x-»0, we can reinterpret

(f) above as follows:
Suppose F is the Fourier-Bessel transform off, i.e.,
/» CO

(16.7)

fiy)

=

Jo

FA_1/2(yí)F(t)í2A dt.

Then
/»CO

(16.8)

lim F(x,y)=/(y)=
x-»0

-x

F,+ 1/2(yOF(í)í2A+1dí.
JO

The mapping /->/ defined thus (initially only for L2iy2Xdy)) is the analogue
of the Hubert transform in this case. It is clear from the above that
r\Ây)\2y2Xdy
Jo

= r\fiy)\2y2Xdy.
Jo

The result in (e) shows that the mapping /-»/extends

to LPiy2Xdy), 1 < p < oo,

and is boundded there,
(h) The results for //"-spaces (as in §§9 and 10) can be developed in this
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case also. The analogue of the harmonic majorization lemma (Theorem 5) requires now the additional Lemma 11 of this section for its proof. Otherwise the
arguments are essentially identical. Theorem 6 has its analogue which may be

stated as follows.
Analogue of Theorem 6. Suppose F(z) = U(x, y) + iV(x, y) satisfies
(16.6') with U even and V odd in y. Suppose also that for p'St 22/(22 + 1),
supx>0 Joœ|T(x + í»|p.y2A dy < oo.

Then

(a) limx^0£(x

+ i»

= F(iy)

exists

for almost every y, even in the nontangential
sense, (b) If \F(iy) = 0
on a set of positive measure, then F(z) = 0. (c) If p> 22/(22 + 1), then

lim.^0 J0»|F(x + iy) - F(iy)\"y2X dy = 0.
This theorem (in particular (c) when p = 1) has then the following
Corollary.

Suppose we have a pair

J*oVA|«teO0|<«>.

of measures

dpx, dp2,

so

that

If ¡o Vx-xl2(xy)y2Xdpx(y)=-xfîVx+xl2(xy)y2X+l dp2(y),

then both dp¡ are absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

This, of course, is another extension of the classical F. and M. Riesz theorem
on absolute continuity cf analytic measures.
(i) Coming now to the results of Chapter II, and in particular those of §14,
we shall limit ourselves to the two main statements in the present version.
(1) Suppose we consider the multiplier transformation T, intially defined on
L2(y2Xdy) by

(Tf)(y) =

CF(t)li(t)Vx_xl2(yt)t2Xdt,

Jo

where
/»oo

Fit) =

Jo

Vx.xl2{yt)f{y)2Xdy

with the multiplier p{t) of bounded variation in every finite closed subinterval

of (0, oo) and satisfying | p{s)\ ;£ M and J0si|dp(t)\ Ú Ms, 0 < s < co. Then the
/-> Tf has a unique bounded extension from Lp(y2Xdy) to it-

transformation

self, with (22 + l)/(2 + 1) < p < (22 + l)/2 (").
(2)

Suppose we define the partial integrals Sa(f), by

SJLf) = \aF(t)Vx.xl2(yt)t2xdt.
Jo

If feLp(y2Xdy), then Sak(f)^>f almost everywhere and dominately (in V),
for (22 + l)/(2 + 1) < p < (22 + l)/2, whenever ak is lacunary in the sense that
liminf^0O(at+1/ajt)>l.
(ii) The result is extendable to other Lp-spaces involving weight functions (seethe remarks
in §17). In this way one obtains anew the "Main Theorem" of [6].
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(j) Finally we come to the topic of (fractional) potentials dealt with in §15.
Let us define the operators Ix by
/» CO

IJyf) =

F(t)Vx-yl2(ty)rxt2x dt
Jo

with

J*oo
o

vx-y/2(ty)fiy)y2"dy,

at least when / is continuous with compact support and 0 < a < 2A + 1. Now it
is known that lim£^0 íoe~"Vx.1/2ity)t~'t2X dt = cx¡xy~2X~l+*. (See[21,p.391].)
Then if terms of the known convolution structure for the Fourier-Bessel transforms (see Bochner [4]) we can write
Ixif)=f*Kx,
The

||4(/)||r

genera]

Theorem

^ ^r,p||/|p.

where Kxiy)= c^"2*-1*"
13

of

§15

then

with l<p<r<oo

.

applies

and

shows

that

and 1/r = 1/p - a/(2A+1).

17. Remarks on weighted inequalities.

In some problems it is of interest to

extend the usual statements of Lp boundedness by modifying the measures with
suitable weight factors(12).
Thus in the ultraspherical

(17.1)

case one would look for inequalities of the form

|| T(/)(0)(sin0)X

z%Ap,x\\fi8)isin8y\\p

with ||/||=(Jo1/(0)r(sin0)2Ad0)1/p.
Similarly in the Fourier-Bessel transform case one would have

(17.2)

\\Tif)iy)f\\pÚAp,x\fiy)y*\\p

with \\f\\P = iiï\fiy)\py2Xdyyip.
The validity of such inequalities falls in two ranges. The broader range

,Dv

iRx)

-(2A + 1)

—i-¿<a<--—,
P

2A+1
P

1

1

— + —=1
P
P

.

and the narrower range

ru
(R2)\

-(21 + 1) + X
, < a < —-j—
2A+ 1 - X
.
—-

, ^ „.
(recall A
0).

Thus in the case of ultraspherical expansions Theorems 2((b)-(d)), 3, 4(a),
Corollaries 1 and 3 and Theorem 8 are all extensible in this sense, with the Lp-norm
taken in the broader sense (/?,). This extension can be carried out without any
difficulty, and goes back to the fact that those theorems in question are based
(12) See in particular [1], [6], and [8], where fuither references can be found.
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on estimates for the Poisson and conjugate kernels which allow such variants.
This situation is also typified by similar inequalities in Euclidean «-space, (where

« = 22 + 1), treated in [15].
However, results which essentially go back to partial sums, Theorems 7, 9,
10 and 11, are valid only in the narrower range (R2). This situation is already
typified, to some extent, by some of the results in [13] and [6].
A similar situation in terms of the inequalities (17.2) holds throughout for the
Fourier-Bessel transforms considered in §16.
18. Concluding remarks: Fourier-Bessel series. The general setting which we
used above seems applicable to a variety of other classical expansions. We shall
illustrate this by describing the formal setting in the case of Fourier-Bessel series.
While we have not pursued this matter any further, it seems highly likely that
the analogy with the above can be pushed quite far.
From our point of view the Fourier-Bessel series (also referred to as Dini series)
arise by
studying functions
u(x, y x,---,y„) harmonic
in the cylinder
x > 0, y\ + y\ + ■••+ v2 < 1. of the (« + l)-dimensional Euclidean space; these
functions are given by their boundary values at x=0,u(0,yx,y2,---,y„)=f(yx,---,yn),
and have vanishing normal derivative along the rest of the boundary(13). By
restricting consideration to radial functions /, we obtain Fourier-Bessel series
expansions of order («-2)/2;
and then by analogy we pass to Fourier-Bessel
series of real order greater than —1/2.
Thus if u(x,yx,--,y„)
= u(x,y), (y = (y2 + ■•■+ y2)1'2), is harmonic in

x > 0, 0 g j>< 1, and satisfies u(0,y) =f(y),

with uv(x, 1) = 0, then

00

(18.1)

u(x,y) = Z ame-?""Vx_x/2(ymy)

(22 = « - 1),

m= 0

where Vx(t) = t~xTx(t), and y0 = 0, yi,y2,••-,"?„,■■■are the successive zeros of
T/_1/2(f). We may now drop the assumption that 22 is integral, and assume only

2^0.
The natural Lp-norms in this case are taken (as before) with the measure

y2xdy; thus ¡|/||p = (J¿ \f(y)\" y2Xdy)1,p. For p = 2 we know that the collection
{Vi-1/2(7 my)}is mutually orthogonal and as a matter of fact complete. (See Watson

[21, Chapter 18].)
We should observe that from (18.1) we obtain the expansion
OO

(18.2)

fiy)~

Z amVx.1/2(ymy).
m=0

u(x,y) given by (18.1) satisfies the singular Laplace equation (16.2) and thus
we should expect its conjugate F to be given by (16.6). From this it follows that
(13) This boundary condition is typical of a more general class that can be treated similarly.
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I V '"y/i^iiu).
m=l

If we now let x -> 0, we obtain the function f(y) conjugate to f(y), given by
00

(18.4)

f(y)~-y

I

amymVx
+ y/2iymy).

m=l

(Compare this notion of conjugacy with (2.4) for ultraspherical series and
(16.7)-(16.8) for Fourier-Bessel transforms.)
We state now two results which can be expected to hold in view of the close
analogy with the above, and which would be typical. The first would be another
extension of the M. Riesz conjugate function inequality, and would take the
form that the mapping/(y)-»/(y)
(given by (18.4) is bounded in the Lp-norm
(as defined above) with 1 < p < oo .
Secondly, one could reasonably expect an analogue of the multiplier theorem

of §14. It would state:
Let the transformation

/-» Tf be given by
00

Tf ~

I

ampmVx-x/2(ymy)

m= 0

with f given by (18.2) and pmsatisfying:(i)\pk\z%M,(ii)I,km = ym\pm-pm-x\^Mk,
ail k. Then the transformation is bounded in the Lp-norm, with (2X + 1)/(A +1)

<p<(2A + l)/A.
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